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STATEMENT 
The work in this thesis, except where a statement to the 
contrary appears, is my own. To this end it should be 
noted that the work contained in Chapter Two is based on 
a lecture given by Professor G. Higman of Oxford University. 
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I n t r o d u c t i on 
Th is t h e s i s i s c o n c e r n e d w i t h v a r i e t i e s of c e n t r e - e x t e n d e d -
by m e t a b e l i a n g roups ( i . e . g roups w i t h c e n t r a l second d e r i v e d 
g r o u p ) of exponen t p , f o r some pr ime p , and of n i l p o t e n c y c l a s s 
a t most p - 1 . A c o m p l e t e c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of such v a r i e t i e s and 
t h e i n c l u s i o n r e l a t i o n s be tween them i s g i v e n ( c f . C h a p t e r F i v e ) . 
C^j f o r a l l c i n { l p - 1 ] , be t h e v a r i e t y of a l l 
c e n t r e - e x t e n d e d - b y - m e t a b e l i a n g roups of exponen t p and c l a s s 
a t most c . The d i s t i n c t s u b v a r i e t i e s of C ^ a r e g i v e n by 
= o ' = 1 ' =2 = i j ^^^ ^ { 3 , . . . , p - l f and , f o r each j , 
f o r a l l i i n ( e x c e p t ( i , j ) = ( p , p - l ) ) . For a l l 
c i n ( s p - l K C = X . The v a r i e t y M of a l l m e t a b e l i a n 1 5 ' =c =c , c =c 
g roups of exponen t p and c l a s s a t most p - 1 i s f o r a l l c J , c 
i n { 3 , . . . , p - l } . The s u b v a r i e t i e s of C^ ^ a r e such t h a t 
C < CT < C„ < 2L „ and X. . n X . , = X where k i s = 0 = i -Z "-5,-5 j J 
t h e l e s s e r of i , i ' and r i s t h e l e s s e r of w h i l e 
X. . U X . , = X, . where k* i s t he g r e a t e r of i , i ' 
and r * i s t h e g r e a t e r of j , j ' . 
T h e r e f o r e a d i a g r a m of t h e l a t t i c e of s u b v a r i e t i e s of C^ 
can be c o n s t r u c t e d r e c u r s i v e l y as f o l l o w s . (As an i l l u s t r a t i o n 
of t h i s c o n s t r u c t i o n t h e d i a g r a m of t h e l a t t i c e of s u b v a r i e t i e s 
of Xg g i s g i v e n l a t e r ) . For c a t most 3 t h e d i a g r a m of t h e 
l a t t i c e of s u b v a r i e t i e s of C^ i s g i v e n by t h e r e l e v a n t subd iag ram of 
VL 
I 
£i 
C 
)k. =0 
While for c greater than 3 the diagram of the lattice of 
subvarieties of C is obtained from the diagram of the =c 
lattice of subvarieties of C •• by adding the following 
layer to that diagram in the appropriate places. 
^c-2,c-l 
Here a circle labelled by V indicates that V is a subvariety of 
and is not part of the layer that is being added but is merely an 
indication of where the additional layer must be placed. 
Vl l 
The fo l lowing diagram is a diagram of the l a t t i c e of 
subvariet ies of Cg. 
H C, 
viii 
A consequence of the main result of this thesis is a 
solution of Problem 13 of [9] (cf. Chapter Six). 
The results in this thesis have arisen from an attempt 
to understand how the methods introduced by Higman for the 
study of varieties of groups of exponent p and class at 
most p-1 (cf, [6]) could be used to obtain results about 
other familiar varieties ; for instance the soluble of 
length 3 and exponent p varieties. 
One of the crucial parts of the proof of the main 
result is the description of the lattice of varieties 
between C^ and C^ ^ for all c in ,... ,p-ij" . This 
description is obtained in Chapter Four. It is here that 
Higman's methods are used and Chapter Two is taken up with 
an exposition of the relevant parts of Higman's theory. 
Clearly the lattice of subvarieties of M^ ^ is a 
sublattice of the lattice of subvarieties of 
Cp A description of this sublattice is an essential 
part of the description of the lattice and is given in 
Chapter Three. It is given first as its derivation makes use 
of Higman's methods in a simple and familiar setting. 
Moreover the results of Chapter Three confirm the results of 
Brisley and Weichsel (cf. [2] and [11] ). 
Chapter One 
Definitions and Notation 
Some definitions and a few well known results are 
collected here to establish the notation and for ease 
of reference. 
1.1 Commutators 
For brevity the set |l,...,c • of all positive integers 
not greater than c, will be denoted by I^. 
Where varietal and group theoretical terms and 
notation are used without explanation these terms and 
notation will have the meanings ascribed to them in [9]. 
Let G be a group. Then, as noted in the introduction, 
Y^(G) will denote the c th term of the lower central series 
of G. The second derived group of G , that is the subgroup 
[Y2(G),Y2(G)], will be denoted by 
If and y,,...,y are elements of G , then 
1' ' c •'I' '-^ s ' 
[x-,,x ,,..,x ;yT,y^,...,y ] will be used to denote the 
L Z C L Z S 
commutator [[x^,x^,...,x^],[y^,y2,...jy^]] whenever c and 
s are integers greater than 1. 
The abbreviation [ a , i b ] is defined recursively for a l l 
non-negative integers i and a l l elements a^b of G by 
la^Ob] = a and for i greater than 0 by 
[ a , i b ] = [ [ a , ( i » l ) b ] , b ] . 
In this thesis most commutator calculations are 
carr ied out modulo some term of the lower central s e r i e s . 
Therefore the following special forms of the well known 
ccmnaitator ident i t ies are used frequently. The symbol = 
between products of commutators of the same weight means 
that the products are equal modulo commutators of higher 
weight. The number in square brackets associated with a 
statement indicates the relevant number in [5 ] . Let 
a^bjCgX^j. . . , x be elements of a group G. Then x z 
1 . 1 . 1 [ a b , c , x . . . , x ] = [ a , c , x . . . , x ] [ b , c , x . . . , x ] 
1 Z 1 Z 1 z 
[from 1 0 . 2 . 1 . 2 ] 
1 . 1 . 2 [ a , b c 3 . . . , x ] = [a b , x . . . , x ] [ a , c , x . . . , x ] 
J. Z 1 Z 1 z 
[from 1 0 . 2 . 1 , 3 ] . 
I t is eas i ly checked that [a^^jb] = [a ,b ,a"^]~^[a ,b] ^ and that 
, , " 1 , , , , - 1 , - l r , 1 - 1 . Using these two [a^b ] = [a ,b,b ] [a ,b] 
r e s u l t s , 1 . 1 . 1 and 1 . 1 , 2 , i t can be shovm that 
T - n 1-1 and 1 . 1 . 3 [ a j b j X ^ , , . . jX^] = [b ,a ,Xj^ , . . . J 
1 . 1 o 4 [ X^ , X^ 5 . . . 3 x^ , . . . , X^ ] - [ X^ , X2 5 . . . 5 X^  J . . ^ x^ ] 
for a l l integers a. 
Under the spec ia l condit ions the Jacobi=Witt 
ident i ty [ 1 0 . 2 . 1 . 4 ] becomes simply 
1 .1 .5 I a , b , c , x . ,x ] [ b , c , a , x . . , x ] [Cja^b^x . . ,x ] = 1. 
JL Z J. Z i. Z-
In a metabelian group this las t ident i ty holds with 
equal i ty . I t holds with equality in a centre-extended-by-
metabelian group i f z i s at least 1. 
1.2 Terminology from Category Theory 
Categorical terms which are used without explanation 
w i l l have the meanings ascribed to them in [8 ] . The only 
rad i ca l departure from the normal ca tegor i ca l conventions 
w i l l be that the composition ag of two maps w i l l be 
defined as f i r s t apply a then g . Here maps means either 
functors or morphisms. 
Only a r e s t r i c t e d c lass of categories w i l l be used. 
Let K be a f i e l d . Then K w i l l be the category whose 
ob jects are the f i n i t e dimensional vector spaces over K 
and whose morphisms are the l inear maps between them. 
The term functor w i l l be used only in the fo l lowing 
r e s t r i c t e d sense. 
Definition 1.2.1 A functor f on the category K is a mapping 
^ luLo itself that has the following properties; 
(1) if , mapping U to U', is a morphism in K, then the 
image f of f maps the image U^ of U into the 
image U'^ of U'. 
(2) if e is the identity map of U, then e^ is the 
identity map of U^. 
(3) if di U -> U' and P; U' -> U" are in K, then 
(ap)^ = 
The following examples of functors on K are given 
because they are useful in the later work. 
1.2.2 The identity functor a.maps each object and each 
morphism onto itself. 
1.2.3 A zero functor is one that maps each object in K to 
a zero dimensional vector space over K and each 
morphism from U to U' in K onto the unique map from 
the image of U to the image of U' . 
Definition 1.2.4 The functor t is a subfunctor of the 
functor f if U*" is a subspace of U^ for all U in K and if 
is the restriction of to U*^  whenever | is a morphism 
from U to an object in K. 
Note. This definition relies on the fact that the objects in 
K are set based. A subfunctor in this sense is not a 
subobject in the category of functors from K to K. 
A f u n c t o r has p r e c i s e l y one z e r o s u b f u n c t o r . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 5 A f u n c t o r i s c a l l e d i r r e d u c i b l e i f i t s 
on ly s u b f u n c t o r s a r e i t s e l f and i t s ze ro s u b f u n c t o r . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 . 2 . 6 A f u n c t o r t i s a q u o t i e n t f u n c t o r of the 
f u n c t o r f i f f o r each U i n K t h e r e i s a K-epimorphism 
cpy mapping U^ to u'" such t h a t 
ilf^cpyi = cPy'l'^  foi^ a l l l i n e a r maps 
f rom U t o an o b j e c t U' i n K. 
That i s : i f f o r each U in K t h e r e i s a K-epimorphism 
cpy f rom U^ t o u'" f o r which the d iagram 
commutes f o r a l l 
t : IJ -> U' i n K. 
The d i r e c t sum U •© U' of two o b j e c t s U,U' i n K w i l l be 
c o n s i d e r e d as the v e c t o r space over K c o n s i s t i n g of a l l 
o rde red p a i r s ( u , u ' ) w i t h u i n U, u ' i n U' and 
) + ( u ^ j u p = u^juJ^ + u p . The d i r e c t sum 
a « 3 of two l i n e a r maps a , f rom U to U*, and 3 , f rom 
U' t o U ' * , i s the l i n e a r map from U « U' to U>'- « U'* t h a t 
maps ( u , u ' ) onto (u a , u ' g ) f o r a l l u i n U and u ' i n U ' . 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .7 The d i r e c t sum t ^ f of two functors t and 
f i s def ined by: 
u'^  ® ^ = U^ « U^ and ^ ^ = « ^^ for a l l U, 
•if in K. 
Let U and U' be ob jec ts in K. Then the tensor product 
U 0 U' w i l l be regarded as the space whose underlying set is 
the set of a l l f i n i t e formal sums E u.S u! with u. in U and 1 1 1 
1 
u^ in U' f or a l l i , where 
u a (u|+up = u a u^ + u Q u^ ; (u^+u2)a u' = u^a u' + u^a u' 
and k(u a u ' ) = ku a u' = u a ku' for a l l k in K. The 
operation of K on this set i s defined by 
k( E u .a u! ) = E k(u^a u p . 
i i 
I f U has a basis b . , . . . , b and U' has a basis 1 ' ' n 
then a basis f o r U a U' is given by the set of 
a l l elements of the form b . a b! with i^ in I and 
I f a , mapping U to U*, and p, mapping U' to U'* are 
l inear maps, then aag is the l inear mapping from U a U' to 
u '* def ined by 
(b, a bl ) ( a a p ) = b . a a bl g on the basis elements 
of U a U' and extended by l i n e a r i t y to the whole space. 
(The j u s t i f i c a t i o n for considering the tensor product in 
this way can be found in Section 12 of [ 3 ] ) 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .2 .8 The tensor product t a f of two functors is 
defined by 
ytaf ^ U*^  a U^ and ilf*^®^  = ^^ S ^^ for all U, 
^ in K. 
Only subfunctors and quotient functors of a particular 
type of functor will be considered in what follows. These 
are now defined. 
Definition 1.2.9 A functor [c] on K is defined recursively 
for all positive integers by [1] =i, the identity functor 
on K,and for c greater than 1 [c] = [l]Q[c-l]. 
Because of the associativity of the tensor product 
U^^^ has the set of allb. Q ... fib. for all ..,i 
1 1 ' 2 c 1 c 
in I as a basis if b ,...,b is a basis for U. n 1' ' n 
The set of subfunctors of a functor f form a lattice 
in a natural way under the operations rt , u defined by: -
If s and t are subfunctors of f, then 
i f ^ t ^ ^s ^^ t ^^^ ySrtt ^ U^ for all U in K. 
Chapter Two 
The Higman Theory 
Throughou-t this chapter K will be used to denote the 
field GF(p) of integers modulo p. Furthermore c will 
always denote an integer less than p. 
Let Bp ^ be the variety of all groups of exponent p 
and class at most c. In his address [6] Professor Graham 
Higman used the theory of representations of GL(n,K) on 
tc] 
U 3 where U is an n-dimensional vector space over K,to 
obtain some interesting information about the lattice of 
varieties between B and B =p,c =p,c-l 
/ 
The methods Higman used to obtain his results can be 
used to obtain corresponding results for the varieties 
Y = B f) Y, where Y is some variety of groups. In the -c -p,c — — 
later chapters of this thesis the particular cases 
Y = M 5 the variety of all metabelian groups, and 
Y = G, the variety of all centre-extended-by-metabelian 
groups, will be considered. However in this chapter a 
general Y will be taken. 
To obtain information about the lattice of varieties 
between Y and Y , a relationship will be established =c =c-1 
between this lattice and a known lattice, the lattice of 
all left ideals of KS where S is the symmetric group on c c 
c symbols. 
This relationship will be obtained in several stages. 
The lattice of varieties between Y and Y , will be shown =c =c-l 
to be dual isomorphic to the lattice of subfunctors of a 
Y 
functor L on K. This latter lattice will then be shown c = 
to be a quotient lattice of the lattice of subfunctors of 
[c] by defining an epimorphism cp^  from the lattice of 
subfunctors of [c] onto it. Finally an isomorphism between 
the lattice of subfunctors of [c] and the lattice of left 
ideals of KS^ will be established. (It is this last stage 
that uses the representation theory of GL(n,K).) 
Thus the lattice of varieties between Y and Y ^ 
=c =c-l 
is dual isomorphic to a quotient lattice of the lattice 
of left ideals of KS . c 
To be able to describe the lattice of varieties a 
description of the lattice of left ideals of KS^ is 
needed. One such description is given in the third section 
of this chapter. However the study of the effect of the 
epimorphism cp^  on the isomorphic image of this latter 
lattice in the two particular cases mentioned above is 
delayed until the later chapters as the methods used there 
differ from those used by Higman. 
10 
Y 
2.1 The Functor L c 
This section begins with the definition of the 
Y 
functor L . c 
Let U be an n-dimensional vector space over K. If 
G^ is a free group of rank n of the variety Y^, then the 
factor group G ly^iG ) can be considered as a vector n Z n 
space over K. As such it is isomorphic to U. Let v^ 
denote an isomorphism from G /Y^ (G ) to U. The c-th term n 2 n 
Y (G ) of the lower central series of G is an abelian c n n 
group of exponent p and so can also be considered as a 
vector space over K. (Here and throughout no notational 
distinction will be made between Y^ , (G^) subgroup of 
G^ and qua vector space as the context will make the 
meaning clear.) The first step in the definition of L^ 
Y 
L 
is to define U as V (G ). c n 
Now let i|/ be a linear mapping from U to an 
m-dimensional vector space U' over K. Then U' is 
isomorphic to ^^/y2 ^ ^m^ some free group of rank 
m of Y^ under an isomorphism V^, from the factor group, 
11 
c o n s i d e r e d as a v e c t o r space over K , onto U ' . Let G^ be f r e e l y 
g e n e r a t e d by Then 
= foi^ some 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e g l of the image c o s e t i n G ) . There i s 
1 m 2 m 
a homomorphism § from G to G such t h a t g . § = g ! . The 
n m 1 1 
r e s t r i c t i o n of § to v (G ) i s a homomorphism from v (G ) i n t o 
c n c n 
Y ^ ( G ^ ) and t h i s r e s t r i c t i o n , c o n s i d e r e d as a l i n e a r map, i s 
Y 
\j; . T h i s d e f i n i t i o n i s independent of the c h o i c e of 
c o s e t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e i n the d e f i n i t i o n of For i f i s 
another homomorphism from G^ to G^ o b t a i n e d from i|i i n the 
same manner as then ' i s e q u a l to for some 
z , i n Y ^ ( G ) . Hence 
1 2 m 
[g. V = , . . . , g . ? z . ] 
1 c 1 1 c c 
1 c 
by 1 . 1 . 1 and 1 . 1 . 2 
= [g^ § , . . • , g. ? ] s i n c e f o r each 
1 c 
s , the f a c t o r c i s a commutator of w e i g h t c w i t h a t l e a s t 
' 8 
one e n t r y f r o m y ^ C G ^ ) . Hence each f a c t o r i s t r i v i a l . Thus 
f and S' have the same a c t i o n on v (G ) s i n c e i t i s 
= = ' c n 
g e n e r a t e d by a l l commutators of the form [g ] w i t h 
. . - c i n I ^ . 
12 
The d e f i n i t i o n of L depends on the choices of the free c 
groups, the choices of the isomorphisms V.^^ and the choices of 
the free generators of the free groups. However the 
functors defined by the various choices are a l l equivalent 
and equivalent functors have isomorphic l a t t i c es of 
subfunctors. Therefore an arbitrary but f ixed set of 
f ree groups, isomorphisms and free generators of the free 
giroups w i l l be used throughout this chapter. 
The next theorem is the f i r s t stage in the development 
of the re lat ionship mentioned in the introduction to this 
chapter. 
Theorem 2 .1 .1 The l a t t i c e of var ie t ies between Y and =c 
Y is dual isomorphic to the l a t t i c e of subfunctors of =c-1 
L . c 
Proof Throughout this proof use w i l l be made of the fact 
that every var iety between Y^ and Y^ ^ defines a verbal 
subgroup contained in the cth term of the lower central 
ser ies in each free group of Y^ and is uniquely determined 
by those in the f i n i t e rank free groups, ( c . f . 17.41 of 
[ 9 ] ) . 
The proof is s p l i t into four parts. These are 
2 .1 .2 The d e f i n i t i o n of a mapping from the set of a l l 
Y 
subfunctors of L to the set of a l l var ie t i es between c 
Y and Y . . =c = c - l 
13 
2.1.3 The proof that this mapping is one to one. 
2.1.4 The proof that this mapping is onto. 
2.1.5 The proof that this one to one correspondence takes 
unions to intersections and intersections to unions. 
Y 
2.1.2 Let t be a sub functor of L . Then for each U in K, 
Y ^ 
t ^ U is a subspace of U and so may be regarded as a 
subgroup of Y (G ) for the relevant free group of Y . 
c n ~c 
To show that U^ determines a verbal subgroup of G^ it must 
be shown that U^ is fully invariant. 
Let 6 be an endomorphism of G . Then defines a n 
Y Y Y 
L L L 
a linear map ijf from U to U for which U 5 = U i|; . 
Therefore U^ = U^ f ^ = u''6 and so u''5 is contained 
in u'" since is. Thus U*" is invariant under all 
endomorphism of G and is a verbal subgroup of G . n n 
Thus t determines verbal subgroups in the free groups of 
each finite rank in Y^, hence a variety between Y^ and 
and the mapping so defined is the one taken for the one 
in the proof. 
14 
2 . 1 . 3 I f t , and are d i f f e r e n t subfunctors of L , there 1 2 c ' 
is a 0 In K for which U and U are d i f f e r e n t . Thus U 
and U are d i f f e r e n t verbal subgroups of G and so the 
n 
v a r i e t i e s determined by t^ and t^ must be d i f f e r e n t . 
2 . 1 . 4 Let V be a v a r i e t y between Y and Y Then V =c =c-1 
determines verbal subgroups V(G^) in each free group of 
Y o =c 
A mapping t of K into i t s e l f is defined as follows:-
Let U,t|;:U U' be in K. Then u'^  is defined to be 
V(G ) and as the r e s t r i c t i o n of § to V(G ) , where G 
n n n 
and 5 are defined as they were in the def ini t ion of 
Y Y 
L . To show that t is a subfunctor of L i t is s u f f i c i e n t c c 
to show that = V(G^)? is contained in U'^ = VCGjjj). 
Each element in V(G ) is a value of a law v ( x , . . . , x ) n I S 
of V. But v(h, , . . . , h )§ = v ( h . 5 , . . . ,h § ) which is in — i s i s 
V(G ) as required, m 
To complete the proof of 2 . 1 . 4 i t suff ices to note 
that the image of t under the mapping defined in 2 . 1 . 2 
is obviously V. 
15 
2 . 1 . 5 The image of the subfunctor t^ ^wt^  under the mapping 
defined in 2 . 1 . 2 is the variety determined by the verbal 
subgroups U y U of the free groups of f inite rank of 
Y^. Hence i t must be the union of the two varieties 
variettia*- determined by the sequences U and U of verbal 
subgroups of the G . Thus i t is the .union of the two n 
images of the functors t^ and t^ under the mapping given 
in 2 . 1 . 2 . 
A similar argument holds for intersections and the 
theorem follows. 
The next result is the second step in the development 
of the desired relationship. 
Y 
Theorem 2 . 1 . 6 The lattice of subfunctors of L is a c 
quotient latt ice of the lattice of subfunctors of [c] . 
Proof To prove this an epimorphism cp^  from onto 
U ^ wil l be defined for a l l U in K for which 
U ,^'c , [c] U' _ , 
cPY t = t Cpy 2 .1 .7 
for a l l morphisms from U to U' in K. These epimorphisms 
wi l l then be used to construct an epimorphism from the 
latt ice of subfunctors of [c] to the lattice of subfunctors 
I 
of L . c 
16 
Let UjG^.U' i|j and § be as they were i n the 
d e f i n i t i o n of the f u n c t o r L . I f g.V^, = b , f o r a l l i c U 1 
[c] i n I , t hen t h e b . form a b a s i s f o r U and U has the n ' 1 
s e t of a l l e l ements of the form b , S . . . S b . w i t h 
1 c 
i n as a b a s i s . Let cp^ be the epimorphism 
[c] ^c f rom U t o U o b t a i n e d by a l i n e a r e x t e n t i o n of the 
f c ] mapping d e f i n e d on t h e b a s i s of U by 
b . S . . . 0 b . cp^ = [g. , g . ] . 
^c = 1 c 
[c] 
For each b a s i s e lement of U 
>. a . . . 0 b . = (b. l ira. . . fib t ) Cpy 
"-c I h ""c = 
= [g, g . ? ] "•l c 
w h i l e 
a . . . 0 b cp^ ijf = [g , g , ] t 
"-c - c 
1 c 
= [g . § ] • 
c 
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Thus the two l i n e a r mappings d e f i n e d by the two s i d e s of 
[c] 2 . 1 . 7 agree on the b a s i s elements of U hence on the 
[cl whole of U^ 
An epimorphism cp^ from the l a t t i c e of sub func tor s of 
Y 
[c] onto the l a t t i c e of s u b f u n c t o r s of L can be de f ined c 
by: 
^ Y f U Let f be a subfunctor of [ c ] . Then U = = U cp^ 
and I i s the r e s t r i c t i o n of to U f o r a l l U 
in K and a l l l i n e a r maps i[i out of U. 
To show tha t cp has the d e s i r e d p r o p e r t i e s i t must 
= I 
f i r s t be shown that fip^ i® ^ subfunctor of L^. To do 
t h i s i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to show that the U 1(1 i s 
ftPy 
conta ined in U' , But 
u t = U cpy t "" 
= and t h i s i s contained in 
ftp 
f U' = U' cp^ = U' s i n c e f i s a sub func tor of [ c ] . 
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S e c o n d l y i t must be shown t h a t i t i s a homomorphism 
b e t w e e n t h e two l a t t i c e s . For a l l U i n K and s u b f u n c t o r s 
f ^ and f ^ of [ c ] 
U = U cp^ 
= U c^p Y ^ U ^cp^ t h e d e f i n i t i o n of = 
u 
u n i o n of f u n c t o r s and b e c a u s e cPY i s a homomorphism. 
T h e r e f o r e ( f ^ u f 2 ) c p Y = fj^Cp^w £2 Cp 
A s i m i l a r p r o o f h o l d s f o r i n t e r s e c t i o n s . 
The f a c t t h a t cp^ i s an ep imorph i sm f o l l o w s e a s i l y 
f r o m t h e d e f i n i t i o n of cp^ ^nd t h e p r o p e r t y 2 . 1 . 7 f o r i f t 
I f 
i s a s u b f u n c t o r of L , t h e n t h e f u n c t i o n f f o r which U i s c 
t h e c o m p l e t e i n v e r s e image of U^ u n d e r cp^ i n U^^^ and f o r 
w h i c h i s t h e r e s t r i c t i o n of t o U^ f o r a l l U i n K 
and a l l o u t of U g i v e s a f u n c t o r whose image unde r cPy i s t . 
The f u n c t i o n f i s a f u n c t o r b e c a u s e U^ i];^  = U^ ilr^ *^ ^ and 
Y 
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t ^c t = U f which is contained in U' and the 
result follows, 
2.2 The Classical Theory 
This section is the f ina l stage in the development 
of the relationship between the latt ice of varieties between 
Y and Y , and the latt ice of l e f t ideals of KS . =c =c-1 c 
Theorem 2.2.1 The latt ice of l e f t ideals of KS is — c 
isomorphic to the latt ice of subfunctors of [ c ] . 
Proof Let x be in KS^. Then the f i r s t step in the proof 
[c ] w i l l be to associate with x a linear mapping of U into 
[ c l 
i t se l f for each U in K. The image of U under this map 
fc ] 
determines a subspace of U and this subspace w i l l be used 
to define a subfunctor c (x) of [ c ] . The mapping of KS^ to 
the set of subfunctors of [c] given by x to c ( x ) w i l l then 
be used to define a mapping from the l e f t ideals of KS^ to 
the subfunctors of [c] which w i l l be shown to be a lattice 
isomorphism. 
Therefore let b , , . . . , b be a basis for U and let 1' ' n 
X = Z x^a. A linear mapping, associated with x, of 
a in S c 
into i t se l f can be defined as a linear extension of the 
f c ] 
following mapping of the basis of U 
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b. x = E x b , ..Sb. 1, i a 1, -1 1 -1 1 c la ca 
for all in No notational distinction will be 
fcl made between x qua element of KS and qua mapping of U^ ' c 
as the context will always make the meaning clear. 
Although this definition appears to depend on the choice 
of basis for U it can be easily checked that it is 
independent of the basis chosen. 
A function c(x) from K into itself is defined by: -
= U^^^ X and ij;*^  ^ ^^  is the restriction of 
fcl c(x) 
l|( to U for all U in K and all linear mappings out 
of U. To show that this is a subfunctor of [c] it is 
sufficient to prove that u'^  ^ ^^  ^^ ^ = 
c (x) 
contained in U' for all U in K and for all linear maps 
\|/ from U to U' in K, 
Therefore let bases b-,...,b and b' ..o,b' be 1' ' n 1' ' m 
chosen for U and U' respectively so that b^f = b^ for i in 
and bji|f is trivial for all j greater than r. Then 
b, a...0 b. X^ b. jf^^^ 
"-c ain s ^ ^la ca c 
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S X b . i t 
G in S la eg 
, _ a i i - 1 1 - 1 a in S la ca 
i f a l l the i , j , . . . , ! are at most r . While 1. c 
b . i . . . i b . = b'. S. . .Sb ! X , provided i . 
h c^ h ^ J 
is in I , 
= T, X b T S . . . Sb! T . ^ a 1, - 1 1 - 1 a in S la ca c 
[cl 
I f one of the i^ i s greater than r , then both xijj 
and x take b . S. . . 0 b . to the t r i v i a l element of ^ 1 1 c 
Therefore = U^^^ ^^ ^ x ( 2 . 2 . 2 ) and this is 
fc 1 c ( x ) contained in U ' ' x = U' as required. 
A r e l a t i o n s h i p between the l e f t ideals of KS^ and 
the subfunctors of [ c ] can be establ ished by assoc iat ing 
the l e f t ideal KS e with the subfunctor c (e ) where e i s a c 
generating element of the l e f t idea l . This r e l a t i o n is a 
mapping since^ i f KS e = KS e ' , then there are elements x c c 
c (e ) 
and y in KS for which e = XE' and s ' = ye. Hence U c 
= e = xe' which is contained in c ' = u"" ' ^ 
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The r e v e r s e i n c l u s i o n , and hence t he e q u a l i t y of u'^  ^ and 
f o l l o w s i n a s i m i l a r f a s h i o n f rom t h e f a c t t h a t 
s ' = y e . 
The p roof t h a t t h i s mapping i s a l a t t i c e isomorphism 
w i l l be c a r r i e d out i n t he f o l l o w i n g s t e p s : -
2 . 2 . 3 The m.apping i s one t o one. 
2 . 2 . 4 The mapping i s o n t o . 
2 . 2 . 5 The mapping p r e s e r v e s t he o p e r a t i o n s of union and 
i n t e r s e c t i o n . 
2 . 2 . 3 Let e and e„ be two idempoten t s i n KS and l e t i t be i- I c 
supposed t h a t cCe^^) = cCe^) . To o b t a i n t h e d e s i r e d r e s u l t 
i t must be shown t h a t KS^e^^ = KS^e^. This e q u a l i t y w i l l be 
e s t a b l i s h e d by o b t a i n i n g e l emen t s x and x' i n KS f o r which c 
e^ = xe^ and e 2 = x ' e ^ . 
The e l emen t s x and x ' w i l l be o b t a i n e d i n the f o l l o w i n g 
manner . I f U i s an n - d i m e n s i o n a l space i n K, then 
[c] U*- can be c o n s i d e r e d as a GL(n,K) module , where GL(n,K) 
i s the" group of a l l i n v e r t i b l e mappings of U i n t o i t s e l f . 
The a l g e b r a KS* of a l l e l emen t s of KS c o n s i d e r e d as c c 
[c ] mappings of U i s a homomorphic image of KS^ and i s e q u a l 
t o Hom^j^^^ jU^ '^b the a l g e b r a of a l l GL(n ,K)-endo . 
f c ] 
morphisms of U ,^ . (This r e s u l t i s the c r u x of the p roof of 
2 . 2 . 3 and i t i s proved l a t e r ) . 
/ 
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fcl 
Therefore If two GL(n3K)-endomorphisms r]^  and r]^^ of U can 
wo'aJ be found for which ^ then g^ ^ and e^ 
be in the same left ideal of KS . However if the dimension of 
c 
•k 
U is at least c, then KS is isomorphic to KS under the 
' c ^ c 
natural mapping between them and so n^ ^ and would suffice 
for X and x' . 
The n dimensional space U can be turned into a GL(n,K) 
[cl [cl 
module by defining ti_i = qj for all t in U and all \i 
in GL(n,K). (That it is in fact a module under this 
definition is easily checked.) 
•k 
It follows from 2.2.2 that KS is a subalgebra of 
c 
Hom^j^^^ (D^^^ jU'-^^ ). The reverse inclusion is more 
complex and relies on several results from [3]. It can be 
shown^ using the methods of remark 2 on page 440 of [3]^that 
it 
KS is a syiranetric algebra. Using the dual bases a and 
-1 [c] 
a to define the pairing t a nucleus N of U can be 
defined. However, using the semi-simplicity of KS^ 
IS I (cfi^of [3]) and the natural homomorphism from KS^ onto 
KS it can be shown that KS* is semi-simple. Therefore 
c ' c 
fcl 
Theorem 66.7 of [3] implies that U'' ^ is regular with 
respect to the pairing j. Hence it follows from Theorem 66.9 
fcl tc] 
of [3] that for every ri in Hom^j^^^ there is a 
tc] 
y in N for which ty = tr\ for all t in U 
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Th.erefore KS* contains Hom^^  . x (U^^^ ^ ^ ^ and the desired c bii(.njK; ' 
equali ty follows. 
Thus the search for elements x and x' has been reduced 
fcl 
to a search for two GL(n,K) endomorphisms of U with the 
propert ies of T]^  and T]^. 
Since e^ and e^ are idempotents in KS*, i t follows that 
U^'^^e^^B U^'^^Cl-e^). Now l e t r| * 
[c ] fc] be a GL(n5K)-homomorphisin from U (l-e^^) into U (1-62 )• 
fc] Then a GL(n,K)-endomorphism of U can be defined by : -
Fcl Fcl 
I f t = tj^  + t^ is in U^ , where t^ is in U^  ^ e^ and t^ 
fc l 
i s in U^  ^ (l-Sj^), then tr]^ = + 
However = (t^ + 
Fcl 
= t^e^ + t ^ r f e ^ . But t^ is in U^  ^ e^ ^ 
[c] which is equal to U e ^ , since c(ej^) = cCe^) , and so 
Fcl 
t^e^ = tj^. However i s in U ( l -e^ , ) , hence equals 
fcl 
t ' ( l - C 2 ) for some t ' in U^ and so = t ' ( l - e 2 ) e 2 = 
t ' e 2 - t ' e ^ = 0 . 
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Therefore tri^ e^  = t^ = te^. This holds for all t in U^^^ 
and so it follows that e^ = Tl^e^. The symmetry of the 
situation then implies that there is an with the desired 
properties and 2.2.3 follows if it can be shown that when 
n is at least c,KS^ <' is isomorphic to KS under the natural ' c ^ c 
mapping between them. 
To establish that this mapping is in fact an isomorphism 
fcl 
it suffices, to show that y is a non trivial mapping of U « 
whenever y is a non trivial element of KS . If U is of c 
dimension at least c and has a basis b, b , then 1' ' n' 
fcl b^ 8. ..Q b is a basis element for U . But i c 
b^ fi...Sb y = E y b, -1 fi... a b -1. 
^ a in S ^ ^^ c 
However b^ -1 S...ab -1 is different from b, -IS...fib -1 la CO Ip cp 
whenever a and p are different. Therefore it follows from 
fcl the independence of the basis elements of U that 
..i b^ y is trivial if and only if y^ is trivial for 
all a in S and the result follows, c 
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2 . 2 . 4 Let f be a s u b f u n c t o r of [ c ] . Then t h e e x i s t e n c e of an 
idempoten t e* i n KS^ f o r which f = c (e*) must be e s t a b l i s h e d . 
f c l Let T^ be the s e t of a l l e lements x i n KS f o r which U x =f c 
f f c l i s c o n t a i n e d i n U f o r a l l U i n K. S ince U yx i s c o n t a i n e d 
[c] i n U X i t f o l l o w s t h a t yx i s c o n t a i n e d in T^ whenever x i s . 
F u r t h e r m o r e , i f x^ and x^ a r e i n KS^, i t f o l l o w s from the f a c t 
r d Fcl Fcl t h a t U^ ^(x^+x^) i s c o n t a i n e d i n U^ x^^ ^U U^ ^x^ t h a t x^+x^ i s 
i n T^ whenever b o t h x^ and x^ a r e . Thus T^ i s a l e f t i d e a l i n 
KS and i t f o l l o w s f rom the s e m i - s i m p l i c i t y of KS^ t h a t t h e r e i s 
an idempoten t e* i n KS^ f o r which T^ = KS^e*. 
c (e* ) = f 
To comple te t he proof i t must be shown t h a t U U 
c (e*) 
f o r a l l U i n K. I t f o l l o w s from the d e f i n i t i o n of e* t h a t U 
i s c o n t a i n e d i n U^. To o b t a i n the e q u a l i t y i t should be noted 
t h a t U^ and u^ ^ a r e b o t h GL(n,K)-submodules of For i f 
f ' [c] 
f i s a s u b f u n c t o r of [ c ] , and t i s i n U , then t j j = 
£' f ' 
t | i which i s i n U f o r a l l \d i n GL(n,K) as r e q u i r e d . 
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However it follows from 67.8 of that is a 
completely reducible GL(n,K)-module and that al l its 
fcl 
irreducible submodules are of the form U e where e is a 
primitive idempotent in KS^. 
fcl f 
Because of the complete reducibility of U ,U can be 
written in the form 
yf = ycCe*) ^ ^^ where W is a GL(n,K) submodule of 
Let it be supposed that W is non trivial . Then it contains an 
f c ] [ c ] irreducible submodule of U . Let one such be U e. 
(1) The results in [3] are proved for l e f t modules and right 
ideals but the transition to right modules and l e f t ideals 
does not effect the proofs at a l l . More important however is 
the fact that in [3] the results are proved over a field of 
characteristic zero. However, apart from Lemma 67.3, the 
results required for the proof of 67.8 only need the fact that 
KS is semi-simple. A slight modification of the proof of c 
Lemma 67.3 is required before its results can be proved for the 
characteristic p case. 
[c] f Then U*- -"e i s in U . I f i t can be shown t h a t t h i s 
f c l f 
i m p l i e s t h a t U' 'e i s i n U' f o r a l l o t h e r U' i n K, then i t 
would f o l l o w t h a t s i s i n T^ = KS^e*. This in t u r n i m p l i e s 
t h a t U^^^e i s a n o n - t r i v i a l submodule of u'^ ^ and W. But 
t h i s i s a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Hence W must be t r i v i a l . 
T h e r e f o r e to comple te the proof of 2 . 2 . 4 i t s u f f i c e s t o 
Fcl f Frl show t h a t i f U^ J e i s c o n t a i n e d i n U , t hen U ' ^ ^ e i s 
c o n t a i n e d in U '^ f o r a l l o the r U' i n K. Let U have a b a s i s 
b ^ , . . . , b and l e t b ' . . . , b ' be a b a s i s f o r an m-dimens iona l 1 ' ' n 1 ' ' m 
v e c t o r space U' i n K. Then l e t | be t he l i n e a r mapping of 
U i n t o U' f o r which = b^ f o r a l l i no t g r e a t e r than t he 
l e s s e r of m and n and b .i|/ i s t r i v i a l f o r a l l o t h e r i i n I . J^ n 
Now i t f o l l o w s from 2 . 2 . 2 t h a t U^^^ei^^*^^ = U^^^^l^^^e. 
S ince the l e f t hand s i d e i s c o n t a i n e d i n U'^ i t s u f f i c e s t o 
show t h a t the r i g h t hand s i d e i s equa l t o U ' ^^^e . 
I f m i s a t most n , then = U' ^^^ and the 
[c] [c] r e s u l t f o l l o w s . However, i f m i s g r e a t e r t han n , then U s 
f c ] 
i s i somorph ic t o U e and so i s non t r i v i a l . 
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[c] [c] [cl 
But U \j  e is contained in U e and hence is in the 
fcl f intersection of U' ^ •*£ and U' . But i t follows from 
fcl Theorem 67.8 of [3] that U' ^ e^ is either tr iv ia l or an 
[c] 
irreducible submodule of U , hence i t is an irreducible 
[c] submodule of U . However i t intersects the other GLCn^K)-
submodule U' non-tr ivia l ly and so u'^n u' = u- and 
2 . 2 . 4 follows. 
2 . 2 . 5 Let e^ and e be two idempotents in KS . Furthermore J. Z, c 
let KS e., 0 KS e^ = KS e . and KS e^w KS e^ = KS e, . Then i t c l c 2 C . 3 c l c 2 , c H 
c(e^) c(e^) cCe^) cCe^) 
has to be shown that U = U U U and U 
cCe^) cCe^) 
U ^ U for a l l U in K. 
However i f KS e is contained in KS e' then e = ye' for c c ' 
fc 1 [c 1 c (e) 
some y in KS^, hence U e = U ys' and so U is contained 
in for a l l U in K. Since KS e. and KS e^ are both = c 1 c 2 
c(e^) c i e ^ 
contained in KS^e^ i t follows that U and D are 
c(e^) c(e^) 
both contained in U . Hence U 'contains 
u w u 
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S ince KS^ i s s emi - s imp le i t i s a comple t e ly r e d u c i b l e 
l e f t i d e a l . T h e r e f o r e t h e r e a r e idempoten t s and e^ i n 
KS f o r which KS s . = KS e ' « KS and KS e^ = c c l c l c 3 c 2 
KS^e' ® KS £ „ . Hence KS s , = KS e ! « KS e ' « KS e^ c 2 c 3 c 4 c l c 2 c 3 
and s o e^ can be exp re s sed i n the form e^ = y]^ ® 
where a r e i n KS^. T h e r e f o r e 
c ( e , ) r n 
u = (y^ej^+y2e2+y3S3) f o r a l l U i n K. 
However t he r i g h t hand s i d e i s c o n t a i n e d in 
U^^^ sj^u U^^^e^wU^'^^ £3 which i s c o n t a i n e d i n U^'^^e^w 
and the d e s i r e d r e s u l t f o l l o w s . 
I t f o l l o w s f rom a s i m i l a r argument to t h a t used a t t he 
0 (23 ) 
b e g i n n i n g of the proof f o r un ions t h a t U i s 
c ( e , ) c ( e „ ) 
c o n t a i n e d i n U n U f o r a l l U i n K. 
Now l e t e^ be a p r i m i t i v e idempotent in KS^ f o r which 
c ( e . ) c ( e j ^ ) r t c ( e 2 ) 
U i s a n o n - t r i v i a l subspace of U 
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Then i t fo l lows from the same argument used in a s imilar 
cCe . ) 
s i tua t i on in 2 . 2 . 4 that U' is contained in 
c (e c ( e ) U' f o r a l l other U' in K. Now the set of 
[ c ] [cl a l l elements x in KS^ for which U x is contained in U e^ ^ 
f o r a l l U in K. is a l e f t ideal in KS that has both e , c 1 
and e^ as members. I f T^  — KS G''^ , then i t fo l lows from 5 =1 c ' 
fc l Fcl the fa c t that e , is in KS e* that U^  -"e* and U S-, are 1 c 1 
equal f or a l l U in K. Hence i t fo l lows from 2 . 2 . 3 that 
KS e^ ^ = KS e^. Therefore e^ is a member of KS e , . A c c 1 5 c 1 
s imilar argument implies that e^ is also a member of 
c ( e . ) c ( e „ ) 
KS e^ hence of KS e „ . Thus U is contained in U c 2 c 3 
cCSo) c ( e ) c(e ) 
f o r a l l U in K and U = U A U fo l lows from 
[ c ] the complete r e d u c i b i l i t y of U for a l l U in K. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2 .2 .1 . 
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2.3 A Special Decomposition of KS^ 
Let P be a set of elements from KS for which KS c c 
L KS e xs a decomposition of KS into a direct sum of . -in C - C e in P 
minimal left ideals. Then it follows from the results of the 
A 
last section that [c] = .S „ c(e). The results of Section 2.1 e in P 
then imply that L~ = U c (e )cp„. Therefore information about 
e in P 
the c (e )cp„ is useful for the determination of the lattice of 
subfunctors of L hence of the lattice of varieties between c 
Y and Y The object of this section is to obtain a set P =c =c-1 
for which the cie^cp^ can be determined explicitly and simply. 
To obtain this set a special decomposition of KS^ into the 
direct sum of minimal left ideals is obtained. Before this 
decomposition can be described several definitions and related 
introductory remarks are needed. 
The results in this section can be considered as classical. 
They are Included here to establish the notation and to 
provide a basis for the remaining chapters of this thesis. The 
treatment here Is essentially that used in [1] where the result 
is proved for the group algebra over the field of complex 
numbers. In order to obtain the result in the present situation 
several results from [3] are used. 
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An idea essential to the obtaining of the desired result 
is that of a diagram, often called a Young diagram. 
Definition 2.3.1 A diagram D is a one to one mapping from the 
set I into the cartesian product set I x I with the 
c c c 
following property. If (i,j) is in the image of D , then so is 
(i',j') for all i' not more than i and all j' not more than j. 
Let a be the maximum value of i for which there is a j such 
the (i,j) is in the image of D. For all i in I let X . be the 
a X 
maximum value of j for which (i,j) is in the image of D. Then 
it follows from Definition 2.3.1 that \,> ..>X and that 
1= 2= = a 
S X . = c. Therefore X = ( X.j.-.jX ) is a partition of 
c , called the partition associated with D. 
It is convenient to draw diagrams. For example. If c is 6, 
the diagram D with ID = (1,1), 2D = (1,2), 3D = (1,3), 
4D = (2,1), 5D = (2,2) and 6D = (3,1) will be drawn 
It is a diagram associated with the partition (3,2,1) 
of 6. 
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If ID = ( j , k ) , then i is variously called the entry in the 
( j j k ) th position of D, an entry in the j th row of D or an 
entry in the k th column of D. 
To each diagram D there corresponds two subgroups of S , 
Definition 2 . 3 . 2 The group C(D) of column permutations of a 
diagram D is the group of a l l a in S^ for which icr is an entry in 
the same column of D as i is for a l l i in I . 
c 
Definition 2 . 3 . 3 The group R(D) of row permutations of a 
diagram D is the group of a l l permutations n in S for which c 
ip is an entry in the same row as i for a l l i in I^. 
For the example given above 
R(D) = { ( 1 ) , (12) , (13) , (23) , (123), (132), and a l l products 
- these with (45) " j 
G(D) = U l ) , (14) , (16) , (46) , (146), (164), and a l l products of 
(.these with (25) 
Here and throughout (1) is the identity element in S^. 
Obviously R(D)nC(D) = (1) for a l l diagrams D. 
Definition 2 . 3 . 4 Let D be a diagram. Then s(D) is the 
element of KS given by c 
e (D) = T/ e CTp, where e is in K, 
a in C(D) ^ ^ 
p in R(D) 
S = 1 i f CT is an even permutation and 
CT 
e = - 1 i f a Is an odd permutation. 
CT 
The fol lowing results can be obtained from those in 
Section 28 of For a l l diagrams D, KS^e(D) is a 
minimal l e f t ideal in KS . Moreover two l e f t ideals obtained 
c 
in this way from two d i f f e rent diagrams are isomorphic i f , and 
only i f , the partit ions associated with these diagrams are the 
same. The set of KS e(D) , where D runs through a set of o 
diagrams, obtained by taking exactly one diagram associated 
with each part i t ion of c , is a f u l l set of non-isomorphic 
minimal l e f t ideals of KS . Thus each minimal l e f t ideal of c 
KS is isomorphic to one of the KS S (D), If M is a minimal c c 
l e f t ideal of KS^  that is isomorphic to KS^e(D), where the 
part i t ion associated with D is X, then M w i l l be called a 
m.inimal l e f t ideal associated with the part i t ion X of c . 
(1) There are two changes. First the f i e l d is no longer the 
rat ionals . However KS^  is s t i l l sem.i-simple and this is 
a l l that is needed. Secondly permutations are written on 
the r ight here and multiplied accordingly. 
The e (D) are not idempotents but are scalar multiples of 
idempotents. If D is a diagram and X is the partition of c 
associated with it, then k^^e(D) is an idempotent where k^ 
is the dimension of KS e(D) taken modulo p. (k is not 0 since c X. 
it follows from the proof of Lemma 28.13 of [3] that 
k (f in [3]) divides el which is not trivial modulo p.) A 
It is useful to note the following relationship. 
Since k e(D) is an idempotent, A. 
Hence e (D)^ = k.e(D). 2.3.5 
A. 
A suitable subset of the e (D) will suffice for P. To 
justify this statement some notation is required. 
Definition 2.3.6 A diagram D is a standard diagram if 
iD = (j,k), i'D = (j',k') and j at most j', k at most k' 
implies that i is at most i'. 
The set of all standard diagrams associated with a 
partition \ of c will be denoted by S . 
It is evident that all standard diagrams have 1 in the 
(1,1) th position. 
Theorem 2.3.7 A decomposition of KS^ into a direct sum of 
minimal left ideals is given by 
A 
KS = S KS e (D), where the sum ranges over all standard c c 
D 
diagrams D. 
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Proof The result is trivial for c = 1. Therefore in what 
follows c will always be assumed to be greater than 1 and so p 
wil l always be greater than 2. 
Because KS^  is semi-simple it follows from Theorem 25.15 
of [3] that i t can be written in the form 
KS = S B, 2 .3 .8 
where the sum is over al l partitions X of c and, for each \,B 
X 
is the sum of a l l minimal l e f t ideals of KS associated with 
c 
Therefore, for each partition \ of c, B contains the sum 
K 
S KS e(D). 
D in S ^ 
This latter sum will be shown to be direct and to have 
dimension at least that of B . Hence B will have to equal 
A A. 
Z) KS e(D) and the result will follow. 
D in S A 
The proof that the sum is direct requires the definition 
of an order on S and a couple of preliminary lemmas. 
Definition 2 .3 .9 An order on the standard diagrams corresponding 
to a partition \ of c is defined as follows; Let D and D^^ be two 
standard diagrams corresponding to x. Then D is less than if 
the entries in the f i rs t ( i - 1 ) rows and in the f i rs t ( j - 1 ) spaces 
of the i th row of D are the same as those in the corresponding 
positions of D^  but the entry in the ( i , j ) th position of D is 
less than the corresponding entry in D!*^ . 
This order is obviously a linear order on S . 
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Lemma 2.3.10 If D and are standard diagrams corresponding 
to a partition X of c with D less than D*, then = 0. 
Proof To prove this lemma it is sufficient to prove that there 
are two integers in which are in the same row in D and in the 
same column of . 
If k,/t two such integers and T = (kt), then T is in 
R(D) and in C(D^). 
However 
E(D)T = 1 1 e APT. Since T is in R(D) 
p in R(D) ^ 
a in C(D) 
it follows that as p runs through R(D) so does pT. Thus 
£(0)1" is the sum of the summands of e(D), in a different order, 
and so is equal to e (D). 
Furthermore 
T e (D^o = 1 1 e (Ta)p' But it follows from 
p in R(D*) ^ 
a in C(D*) 
the definition of the e , that g = e'^ and that e e = e • a' a a T a TU 
Hence e = e e • Therefore a T TCT 
p in R(D^) 
a in C(D*) 
Thus e(D).e(D*) = e(D)T.TE(D*) since T.T = (1) 
However e = -1 and so the lemma follows from the fact that K T 
is GF(p) for some odd prime p. 
Therefore Lemma 2.3.10 has been reduced to the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 2.3.11 If are in S and D is less than then — — ' 
there are two integers in which are entries in the same rcw 
of D and entries in the same column of ]>'<'. 
Proof Let the entries in the first (i-1) rows and the first 
(J-l) positions of the i th row of D be the same as the 
corresponding entries in ]>'«•. Furthermore let the entry I in 
the (ijj) th position of D be less than the corresponding 
entry in ]>''. 
If t is the entry in the (r,s) th position of D*, then r 
must be at least i from the definition of If r were at 
least i and s were at least j, then it would follow from the 
definition of standard diagram that t would be at least the 
entry in the (i,j) th position of D^. This would contradict 
the definition of ^ and so s must be less than j. Therefore 
it follows from the fact that the entries in first (j-1) 
positions of the i th row of D are equal to those in the 
corresponding positions of D^' that r must be greater than i. 
If k is the entry at the (i,s) th position of D it is also the 
entry at the corresponding position of D''. Therefore k,l are 
entries in the same row of D and in the same column of D^ ^ and 
the lemma follows. 
Lemma 2.3.12 The sum S KS e (D) is direct. 
D in S ^ 
Proof To prove that this sum is direct it is sufficient to 
show that if there are elements x^ in KS^ such that 
S x^e(D) = 0, then x^e (D) = 0 for all D in . 
D in S 
Suppose that x^,e(D') = 0 for all D' in S greater than 
^ K 
some D^'^  in S^. 
Then 2 x^e (D) = 0 where t he sum now r a n g e s over a l l D no t 
g r e a t e r t han i n S . However m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of t h i s 
l a t t e r e q u a t i o n on t he r i g h t by e (D''*^ ) g ive s 
0 = s Xjje(D)e(i>?<) 
= )e ) by Lemma 2 . 3 . 1 0 
= by 2 . 3 . 5 
T h e r e f o r e Xj^^e (I>'0 = 0 and an i n d u c t i v e argument comple tes 
the p r o o f . 
The second p a r t of the proof of the Theorem r e l i e s 
h e a v i l y on r e s u l t s f rom [ 3 ] . 
The f o l l o w i n g r e s u l t s a r e proved in S e c t i o n s 26 and 27 
and summarized on page 185 of [ 3 ] . I f M^  i s a minimal l e f t 
i d e a l of KS a s s o c i a t e d w i t h t h e p a r t i t i o n x of c , t hen M c \ 
i s a f i n i t e d i m e n s i o n a l v e c t o r space over K. Moreover i f 
F^ = Hom^^ then i s a f i n i t e d i m e n s i o n a l d i v i s i o n 
c 
a l g e b r a over K and B^ i s i somorph ic t o Let f ^ 
b e t he d imens ion of F^ over K. Then B i s i s o m o r p h i c , as an X 
a l g e b r a , t o F^,^, t he a l g e b r a of a l l by m a t r i c i e s w i t h 
X X X 
c o e f f i c i e n t s i n F^ . 
Let [X:Y] d e n o t e t he d imens ion of X over Y. Then 
[B :K] = = :K] . 
^ X 
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Hence the equating of the dimensions of both sides of 
2 .3 .8 gives 
c ! = S (f^)^ :K]. 
X X 
However i t fol lows from Wedderburn's Theorem (26,8 of [3 ] ) 
that & is the number of minimal l e f t ideals in a d irect 
X 
decomposition of B . Therefore by Lemma 2.3.12 f* is at 
^ X 
least f , the number of standard diagrams corresponding to 
K 
X. Hence cl is at l e a s t s But Theorem IV.4.3 of [1] 
X ^ 
asserts that cl = S f^. Since [F^:K] must be a pos i t ive 
X ^ 
integer i t fol lows that [F^;K] = 1 and that f* = f for 
X ^ 
A 
a l l X. Thus B = E KS e (D) and the theorem fo l lows. 
^ D in ^ ^ =X 
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Chapter Three 
The Lattice of Subvarieties of M , ^ 
This la t t ice has been described by Weichsel |11] and 
Br is ley [2] , The description given in this chapter is 
obtained using the results developed in the last chapter and 
the methods employed here d i f f e r from those used in [2] and 
[11] . This work is included for two reasons. First ly i t 
gives an introduction, in a simpler and more familiar context, 
to the methods that wi l l be used in obtaining a description 
of the lat t ice of subvarieties of C Moreover some of the 
=p-l 
results obtained form an essential part of the development 
of this latter l a t t i c e . 
Throughout this chapter many of the symbols used wi l l 
have the meanings ascribed to them in the last chapter, in 
particular K, cpyjcpyj G ^ ^ ^ 
always be used to denote an n-dimensional vector space over 
K (where n may vary), G^ the free group of rank n of Y^ 
associated with i t by the isomorphism Vy from the factor 
group G /y^ (G^) to U in the definition of 
Y 
L , gj^  ,g2 J • • • the set of free generators of G^ used in 
Y 
the definit ion of L and b T , . . . , b the basis of U defined c i ' n 
by b. = g.Y2 (G^)Vu-
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The lattice of subvarieties of M^ ^ is simply the 
properly ascending chain E = < M^ < «. .< M , of 
= =0 =i =p-1 
varieties M for c in {o]uI .. This result is obtained by 
•"C p— JL 
first showing that for all but one of the standard diagrams 
associated with the partitions of c the functor c(e(D))tp^ 
is a zero functor, then proving that, for this other standard 
diagram S^ c (g (S ) i s non-trivial. Thus 
M 
L^ is a non-trivial image under cp^ of an irreducible 
sub functor of [c]. Since cp^ is a lattice homomorphism it 
M 
follows that L^ is an irreducible functor and so M^ properly 
contains M^ ^ and there are no varieties strictly between 
M and M From this information it is a simple matter to 
=c =c-l 
deduce that the lattice of subvarieties of M ^ is what it is 
=p-l 
claimed to be. 
Since [1] is an irreducible functor it is sufficient to 
M 
show that Ulcpj^ = is non trivial. This follows from the 
fact that M, = A . Hence for the remainder of this chapter 
=1 =P 
it can, and will, be assumed that c is at least 2. 
3.1 The Trivial Images 
Firstly a subset of the set of all standard diagrams will 
be defined. It will then be shown that if D is a standard diagram 
that is not contained in this subset, c(e(D))tpY i® ^ zero functor. 
(Here Y is used as the proof is quite general)" 
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Definition 3.1.1 A standard diagram is called a special diagram 
if 2 is the entry in its (2,1) position. 
Theorem 3.1.2 Let D be a standard diagram that is not a special 
diagram. Then c(e(D))cpY ^ functor. 
Proof To prove this it is sufficient to show that 
u'^ '^ e^ (D)cPY is trivial for all U in K. This follows if it can 
be shown that 
b. 0. ..S b. e(D)tpH = 1 for all i ...,i in I . 1 n X X J. o n 1 c = 
However it was remarked in Sectioi 2.3 that a standard 
diagram has 2 in either the (2,1) or the (1,2) position. 
Since D is not a special diagram it follows that 2 must be the 
entry in the (1,2) position. Therefore (12) is in R(D) and 
((1), (12)^ is a subgroup of R(D). Hence there is a 
transversal T of {(1), (12)] in R(D) with respect to which 
every element in R(D) can be uniquely expressed in the form 
t(1) or t(12) with t in T. But 
C(D) = E e S p) 
CT in C(D) ^ q in R(D) 
= E (e a E T ((1) + (12)>| 
) I ^  T in T a in C(D ' 
= E 
a in C(D) 
T in T 
ejjT f(l) + (12)} 
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Therefore 
b . a... fib. e(D)cpY 
1 c = 
= n ( b a...fib 1 {(1) + (12)} (p"] 
CT in C(D) L c ( j t ) 
T in T 
since cp^ ^^d x, for all x in KS^, are linear maps. 
e 
a 
But b . a...0b {(1) + (12)} J 
h ^c = 
= J b . ab. sb. a... fib. + b . ab. ab. a... ab. c cdI! 
I J l J2 J3 Jc Jl J3 'cVl 
= [g. ,g. ,g. ,.-.,g. ] [g, ,g. ,g. ,...,g. ] 
h h Jc ^2 ^c 
= 1 by 1.1.3, since Y^+i^^n^ ^^ trivial, and the result 
follows. 
Corollary 3.1.3 If D is a standard diagram associated with 
the partition (c) of c, then c(e(D))tpY is a zero functor. 
From the definition of D it follows that D has entries 
only in the first row. Therefore 2 is in the (1,2) position 
and the result follows. 
For the remainder of this chapter only the variety M 
will be considered so that G^ will always be a group in M^. 
The further reduction of the set of standard diagrams for 
which e (D)cpj^) is non trivial requires the following well known 
identity (c.f. 34.51 of [9]) for metabelian groups. 
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Let X be in Y (G ) and l e t y ^ . . . y be in G . 
2 ^ i t n 
Then 
= 3 . 1 . 4 
where n is in S^. 
Theorem 3 . 1 , 5 Let x = > • • • A^) be a par t i t ion of c 
with X^ at most c -2 . Then i f D is a special diagram 
associated with X, c(e(D)>pj^ is a zero functor. 
[c] u Proof. Once again i t must be shown that U e(D)cp^ 
i s t r i v i a l for a l l U in K. Since u'-^^e (D)cpJJ is generated by 
the elements b. 0 . . . fib . s (D)cp!! f or a l l i , , . . . , i in I , i t is X ^  1 M^ 1 ' ' c n' i c = 
s u f f i c i e n t to show that each of these i s t r i v i a l . 
But b^ S. c (D>:pJJ 
1 c = 
= b S...@b E , e CTPcpJl 
"•1 c a in C(D) = 
p in R(D) 
r 
= n 
p in R(D) 
- 1 U b Q...Sb p s e^p apcp^ , V 3 . 1 . 6 
1 c CTinC(D)^ 
In order to s impl i fy the proof that this is t r i v i a l some 
notation and resu l t s associated with that notation are 
required 
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Definition 3.1.7 Let p be in S^ and let D be a diagram. Then 
Dp is the diagram whose entry in the (j,k) th position is the 
image under p of the entry in the (j,k) th position of D. 
It follows from this definition that D and Dp must both be 
associated with the same partition of c. More important for 
Theorem 3.1.5 is the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.8 Let p be in S^ and let D be a diagram. Then 
S e a = E £ p ^ap 
a in C(Dp) ^  a in C(D) ^  
Proof This result is proved by showing that a is in C(D) if, 
and only if, p'^ap is in C (Dp) since it follows from 2.3.10 
thate 1 = e i e e = e e i e = e . p ap p-1 a p a p-i p a 
Now let CT be in C(D). Then i and ij are entries in the 
same column of D. Therefore ip and i^p are entries in the 
same column of Dp. But ip.p ^ap = iap and, as this holds 
for all i in is in C(Dp). 
Conversely if a* is in C(Dp), then, since D = (Dp )p it 
follows from an argument similar to that used in the preceding 
paragraph that pcT*p"^ is in C(D) and the result follows. 
Therefore from 3.1.6 it follows that 
b. a. ..fib e(D)cpIJ 
c 
n 
p in R(D) 
U 1 b. ^ a... sb, T s e a CPM V 
Hp-^ ^cp-^ a in C(Dp) ^ 
Hence it is sufficient to prove that 
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b a . ..Sb, ^ e C J C P ^ = 1 for all j . ^ . - . J in 
Jc a in C(Dp) ^ ^ 1 c 
and all p in R(D). 
From the definitions of D and p it follows that Dp has 
1 as an entry in the first row and 2 as an entry in the 
second row. 
Since Dp is associated with X it falls into one of the 
following three categories, 
3.1.9 There are elements i,j in {3,...,c} which are entries 
in the same column of Dp 
Since 1,2 are entries in the first two rows of Dp and 
between them can be entries in at most two columns of Dp it 
follows that such a pair i,j can be found whenever a, the 
number of parts in the partition, is greater than 3 or X^ is 
greater than 2. 
If = 2 and a = 3, then either 
(i) 1 is not the entry in the (1,1) position of Dp, in which 
case the entries in the (1,1) and (3,1) positions of Dp are 
both different from 1 and 2 and so suffice for i,j. 
(ii) 1 is the entry in the (1,1) position of Dp and 2 is the 
entry in the (2,1) position of Dp. Then the entries in the 
(1,2) and (2,2) positions of Dp suffice for i and j. 
(iii) 1 and 2 are the entries in the (1,1) and(2,2) position 
of Dp respectively. Then the entries in the (2,1) and (3,1) 
positions suffice for i and j. 
If X = (c-2,2) or (c-2,1,1) and 1 is the only entry in its 
column of Dp, then it easily follows that Dp is a diagram in 
this category. 
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Final ly 7lf X = ic-2,2) and 1,2 are both entr ies in the 
same column of Dp^ then Dp f a l l s in to this category . 
Therefore there are only the fo l lowing s i tuat ions l e f t . 
3 . 1 . 1 0 \ = ( c=2j2) and 1 i s an entry in one of the f i r s t two 
coluirins of Dp while 2 i s an entry in the other. 
3 .1 .11 X = ( c -251 ,1 ) and 1,2 are the entr ies in the (1^1) 
and ( 2 , 1 ) pos i t i ons r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
These three s i tuat ions are dea l t with separately in the 
next three lemmas. 
Lemma 3 .1 .12 Let D* be a diagram and l e t there be two integers 
i and j in ( 3 , . . . 5 , c ] that are entr ies in the same column of 
Then 
b , a. . . S b . E e acp^ = 1 f o r a l l j in I . 
Jl Jc a i n C C D ^ O ^ = ^ 
Proof Since i and j are in the same column of ^ ( i j ) is in 
C(D*). But f ( l ) 5 ( i j ) J is a subgroup of C0>'^) so there is a 
transversal T of f ( l ) , ( i j ) ] in C (D'O f o r which every element of 
C(Dw) can be wr i t ten uniquely as e ither t ( 1 ) or t ( i j ) f o r some 
T in T. Since e 1 = e e 1 it follows that 
TT T T 
E e (T ^ E e T { ( 1 ) - ( i j ) ] 
a in C(I>'0 ^ T in T ' 
Therefore for a l l in 
b { ( 1 ) - ( i j ) ] cpJJ 
1 c 
= (b , @b, gb a . . . f i b Sb fib a . . . a b 
1 ^1-1 ^i+1 J=1 1 j+1 
a . . . s b fib ®b a . . . f i b 
^1 \ V i c = 
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"1 ~ i - 1 1 1+1 'If ' ^ If ' ^Ir 
^ »• • * 3 S k, ) s S j ^ » ' ' • >i 
-,-1 5 S^ 9 Sj^  S • • • S §1, J 
-"j 1+1 '"j-I '^j+1 
1 b y 3 . 1 . 4 s i n c e b o t h i a n d j a r e g r e a t e r t h a n 2 . 
T h e r e f o r e 
b . So. . 
•'^ c a i n 
u 
e^ aCpM 
n 
T in T ^ . 1 {(1) -I- -'IT •'ct 
u ^ 
= 1 a n d t h e Lemma f o l l o w s . 
Lemma 3 . 1 . 1 3 L e t b e a d i a g r a m and l e t i and j b e i n t e g e r s 
i n { 3 j , . . . j C ' . I f 1 a n d i a r e e n t r i e s i n t h e same c o l u m n o f D^ 
a n d 2 a n d j a r e e n t r i e s i n t h e same c o l u m n o f ET^, t h e n 
b . E e acpM = 1 f o r a l l j ^ , . . . i n I . 
J l J c a i n C ( D ^ ) ^ ^ 1 c 
P r o o f T h e s e t { ( 1 ) , ( l i ) , (2 j ) , ( l i ) (2 j ) } i s a s u b g r o u p o f C(I>v). 
T h e r e f o r e i t c a n b e shown t h a t t h e r e i s a t r a n s v e r s a l T o f t h i s 
s u b g r o u p i n G ( D * ) f o r w h i c h 
S 
cr i n C 
e a a E S T { ( 1 ) . ( l i ) - ( 2 j ) + ( l i ) ( 2 j ) ^ T i n T 
T h e r e f o r e h,^ S - • { ( D - ( l i ) - ( 2 j ) + ( l i ) (2 j ) } cpJJ 
b 0b i b gb ( k. k^ 
-b , fib, .Sib, a. . ® b , a., 
k j k . k . k^ 
+ b 
i j 1 2 
i . . ] cpJJ 
where the last two l i s t ed entries in each tensor are in 
the i th and j th places, 
^'i 
[ g-l,, S g-j, 5 sS-L, a • • • ] [ 2 S-l^  5 gi 3 5 • • • ] 
1 J i 2 1 J 1 2 
moving the entries in the i th and j th places to the 
third and fourth respect ive ly by 3.1.4 
I i 2 j 1 . 1 2 J 
by applying 1.1.5 to the pairs in each row 
then 3.1.4 to the second fac tor . 
= 1 by I0 I .3 
This holds for a l l k , , . . . , k in I . Therefore 1' ' c n 
b . . . ab , E e acDw 
^c a i n C ( D ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
= n [ b . . .Sb. { ( ! ) - ( l i ) - ( 2 j ) + ( l i ) ( 2 j 
T in T L J I t " JrT~ 'IT •'ct 
F inal ly 
Letmria 3.1.14 I f 1,2/1 are in the same column of a diagram 
then 
U 
b. i . E e acpM = 1 for a l l j , , . . . J 
Jl Jc a in C(I>v) ^^M ^ < 
in I . 
n 
Proof C l e a r l y the a l t e r n a t i n g group on l , 2 , i 
= { ( 1 ) , (121) , (112)} I s a subgroup of C(]>fe). T h e r e f o r e , as b e f o r e , 
t h e r e i s a t r a n s v e r s a l T of t h i s subgroup In C (]>'0 so t h a t 
S e a = S e T f (1) + (121) + ( 1 1 2 ) } 
a i n 0 ( 1 ^ ) ^ T i n T 
However b k . k [ ( l ) + ( 1 2 i ) + ( l i 2 ) } c p ! ! 
5, a . . + b, gb, t k . k . k^ 
1. 1 1 
CPm 
. . + b 
2 1 1 J 
U 
a p p l y i n g 3 . 1 . 4 t o b r i n g the e lement in the 1 t h p l a c e 
in each commutator t o the t h i r d p l a c e . 
= 1 by 1 . 1 . 5 
The lemma f o l l o w s by the u s u a l argument and the theorem in 
comple t e . 
3 . 2 The N o n - t r i v i a l Image 
In t h e l a s t s e c t i o n i t was shown t h a t c(e(D))cpj^ i s a ze ro 
f u n c t o r f o r a l l s t a n d a r d diagrams except the s p e c i a l d iagram 
a s s o c i a t e d w i t h the p a r t i t i o n ( c - 1 , 1 ) of c . There i s only one 
such d iagram namely S w i t h IS = ( 1 , 1 ) , 2 S = ( 2 , 1 ) and IS = ( 1 , 1 - 1 ) 
f o r 1 in 1*3 , . . . jC J . In t h i s s e c t i o n c (e (S) wi 11 be shown 
t o be a n o n - t r i v i a l f u n c t o r . 
To do t h i s i t i s s u f f i c i e n t t o show t h a t f o r a t l e a s t one U 
i n K t h e r e i s a b a s i s e lement of U 
image under g (S 
[c] which has a non t r i v i a l 
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Now e (S) = S ^(1) - (12)? p 
p in R(S) 
= E p f ( l ) - ( I p ? ) } since 2p = 2o 
p in R(S) 
Then i f li has dimension at least 2 , b ^ S b ^ S b . . @b^ ^ is a 
fcl basis element of U . Furthermore 
n [b^Sb^Sb^Q. . . a ) - Sb^a. cpJJ 
p in R(S) 
where b^ is in the Ip th place in. the second tensor of 
each fac tor . 
n [gi jg^ ,8, J,"• • ,gi ] n [g, • • jgi ] ^  
p in R(S) ^ ^ p in R(S) ^ 
Ip = 1 
since I g ^ j g ^ j . . . ] = 1 and Ip is not 2. 
= "" by 1.1.3 
Since c is less than p, (c-.2)! c is not d iv i s ib l e by p 
and so to prove that b^Sb^Sb^S.. Sb^e (S is not t r i v ia l i t 
is s u f f i c i e n t to prove that [ g 2 , ( c - l ) g ^ ] is not t r i v i a l in 
G for n greater than 1. n 
The fol lowing example supplies this information 
Example 3 .2 .1 There is a group M with the following properties: 
M is (a) metabellan 
(b) generated by two elements m^^ and m2 
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of exponent p and class (p-1) 
such that [m^sCc-l)!!!^] is not contained 
in 
It is well known, and can easi ly be ver i f i ed by routine 
calculat ions 5 which are omitted here, that the factor group 
of a wreath product of two p-cycles by i t s centre is a 
group with these properties. 
Chapter Four 
The Lattice of Varieties Between C and G =c =c-1 
In this chapter only subvarieties of C, the variety of all 
centre-extended-by-metabelian groups, will be considered. The 
U symbols K^cp^, cp^ s e (D) and c (x) for x in KS^ will have the 
meanings ascribed to them in Chapter Two. Throughout this 
chapter U will always represent an n-dimensional vector space 
over K (where, as before, n may vary), G the free group of 
^ G 
rank n of G associated with U in the definition of L , V-t the =c c' U 
isomorphism from G ) to U, g, j-.-jg the set of free n ^ n J- n ^ 
generators of G used in the definition of L and b.,...,b 
n c 1' ' n 
the basis for U defined by 
Since C. = M. for i less than 4 it will be assumed that = 1 = 1 
c is at least 4 throughout this chapter. 
The results of this chapter may be summarized as follows. 
There are two varieties strictly between C and C One of =c =c-1 
these contains M while the other does not. The two varieties =c 
intersect in C , and join in C =c-i =c 
These results are obtained by showing that the functor L^ 
is the union of two distinct irreducible subfunctors. 
By Theorem. 3.1.2 it is sufficient to consider the special 
diagrams associated with the partitions of c in order to obtain 
the structure of the lattice of subfunctors of 
C as L . c 
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I t f o l l o w s from the r e s u l t s of the l a s t chapter that there i s a 
U in K f o r which where S i s the s p e c i a l diagram, 
assoc iated with the p a r t i t i o n ( c - 1 , 1 ) o f c , is not contained 
in the second derived group of G . Hence i t i s not contained 
n 
(2 ) 
in [G^ Thus c(e(S))cp^ i s a n o n - t r i v i a l subfunctor of 
= [ c ] ^ 
L^. As the image of U under th is functor is not contained in 
the second der ived group of G^, i t f o l l o w s that the v a r i e t y 
corresponding to i t cannot conta in M . =c 
This chapter i s there f o re concerned with the images j, under 
cp^, o f the e (D) where D is a s p e c i a l diagram with less than c - 1 
e n t r i e s in the f i r s t row. 
In Sect ion 4 . 1 i t i s shown that i f D i s a s p e c i a l diagram 
with l ess than c - 2 ent r i es in the f i r s t row, then s a 
zero f u n c t o r . The s p e c i a l diagrams. A, assoc iated with the 
p a r t i t i o n (,c-2,l,l) are studied in Sect ion 4 . 2 . There i t is 
shown that i f c i s odd, c(e(A))cp^ is t r i v i a l f o r a l l such A, 
whi le i f c i s even, c(e(A))cp^ i s n o n - t r i v i a l and equal to 
c(e(A*))cp^ f o r a l l other s p e c i a l diagrams A* assoc iated with 
( 0 - 2 , 1 , 1 ) . Sect ion 4 . 3 contains the cons iderat ions of the 
s p e c i a l diagrams B assoc ia ted with the p a r t i t i o n ( c - 2 , 2 ) of c . 
C 
I t i s shown that the subfunctors of L derived from these are c 
a l l t r i v i a l when c i s even but that when c i s odd, c(e(B))cp^ i s 
n o n - t r i v i a l and equa l t o cCeCB^'O)^^ f o r every o the r s p e c i a l 
d iag ram a s s o c i a t e d w i t h ( c . 2 , 2 ) . I t f o l l o w s from the work 
i n t h e s e l a s t two s e c t i o n s t h a t and U^'^^e a r e 
c o n t a i n e d in G^ . T h e r e f o r e the v a r i e t i e s c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o 
c(e(A))cp^ and a r e e i t h e r t r i v i a l or c o n t a i n M^, and 
t he summarized r e s u l t s f o l l o w from the i r r e d u c i b i l i t y of the 
c ( e ( D ) ) . 
4 . 1 S p e c i a l Diagrams w i t h l e s s than c -2 e n t r i e s in the f i r s t 
row 
The proof t h a t c(e(D))tp^ i s t r i v i a l f o r a l l such s p e c i a l 
d iagrams i s v e r y s i m i l a r to t h e proof of Theorem 3 . 1 . 5 . 
From 3 . 1 . 4 i t f o l l o w s t h a t i f z a r e i n a 
group Hj then 
(2) where rr i s i n S^ and m in H 
T h e r e f o r e i f H i s a c e n t r e - e x t e n d e d - b y - m e t a b e l i a n group 
, y ^ , z ] = , y ^ , z ] f o r a l l n in S^ 4 . 1 . 1 
The f o l l o w i n g lemmas co r re spond t o Lemmas 3 . 1 . 1 2 
3 . 1 . 1 3 and 3 . 1 . 1 4 r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
leiTTOa 4 . 1 . 2 Let D be a d i ag ram, no t n e c e s s a r i l y s t a n d a r d . 
If there are two distinct integers i j in that 
appear as entries in the same column of D, then 
b .. 
"c a in C(D) 
r.....,r in I and all U in K. 1' ' c n 
P^OQf Using the same methods as in Lemma 3.1.12 it can be 
shown that there is a transversal T of {(l),(ij) 
in C(D) for which 
U b .. 
"c a in C(D) 
n 
T in T IT 
b^ ( d ) - (ij)] cpc 
CT = 
However 0. ..Sb^ ^(1) - (ij )} cp^  
1 2 1 J c 
®2 ®c 
- 1 
where the third and fourth listed entries in each 
commutator are in the ith and jth places respectively. 
= 1 by 4.1.1 and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.1.3 Let D be a diagram not necessarily standard. If 
there are two distinct integers i,j in (3,...,c-ij for which 
i,l are entries in the same column of D and entries in 
the same column of D, then 
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b a . ..Sib S e CTcpJJ = 1 f o r a l l U in K and a l l 
^c a in C(D) ^ ^ 
in 
Proof By the methods of Leimna 3 . 1 . 1 2 t h i s can be reduced to 
showing t h a t 
b^ ( ( l ) » ( l i ) - ( 2 j ) + ( l i ) ( 2 j ) ] cp" = 1 
I c = 
f o r a l l s _ . . . . . s in I . 
1 ' ® c n 
But the l e f t hand s i d e i s equal to 
1 2 i j c i 2 1 j c 
[gg pgg 5gg jgg ] ^ [ g g , g g , g g , g g ^ 
l j i 2 c i j l 2 c 
by u s i n g 4 . 1 . 1 to move the e n t r i e s in the i th and 
j t h p l a c e s in each commutator to the 3rd and 4th p l a c e s 
r e s p e c t i v e l y and to o rgan ize the other e n t r i e s in the 
{ 3 s . . . 5 C - 1 2 p l a c e s i n t o a scending order of s u b s c r i p t in 
the ( 5 , . . . , c - l } p l a c e s . 
l i 2 j c l i j 2 c 
by app ly ing 1 . 1 . 5 to the p a i r s in each l i n e of the 
p r e v i o u s e x p r e s s i o n and s i n c e Yc+i^^n^ ^^ t r i v i a l . 
= 1 by 4 , 1 . 1 and the lemma f o l l o w s . 
Lemma 4 . 1 . 4 Let D be a d iagram, not n e c e s s a r i l y s tandard , 
I f there i s an i n t e g e r i in f s , . . . , c - l j s o tha t l , 2 , i ar( 
e n t r i e s in the same column of D, then 
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) . .Sb E e a CD" = 1 for a l l U in K and for a l l 
1 ""c a in C(D) ^ 2 
xn X o 1 ' c n 
Proof By the arguments vised at the beginning of Lemma 3 .1 .14 
the proof of this lemma can be reduced to the proof of 
b^ { ( 1 ) + (12 i ) + ( l i 2 ) ] c p c = 1 
1 c 
f o r a l l s_ , . . . ,s in I . 1 ' ' c n 
But the l e f t hand side of this expression is equal to 
f^s '^s ' ^ s . ' - ' - ' S s I f S s . ' ^ s '§8 ' " ' S s ^fSs ' S s . ' S s ' - - ' S s ^ 1 2 i c i l 2 c 2 i l c 
by app l i ca t i on of 4 . 1 . 1 to interchange the i th and 
3rd entr ies in each f a c t o r . 
= 1 by 1 .1 .5 s ince Yc+i^^n^ t r i v i a l . 
These lEmmas are now used to prove the fo l lowing theorem. 
Theorem 4 . 1 . 5 Let D^ '^  be a s p e c i a l diagram associated with the 
p a r t i t i o n X = CVt j • • • A ^ of c . I f X is at most c - 3 , then 
L di X 
c(c;(D*))tp^ is a zero functor . 
Proof By an argument s imilar t o that employed in the proof of 
Theorem 3 . 1 . 5 i t is s u f f i c i e n t to prove that 
b. @o..®b. p E c acn!! = 1 f or a l l U in K, a l l 
'^ c a in C(iy^p) ^ 
and a l l p in R(D*). 
Nc^ 7 l e t D be the diagram I^'p. Then 1 i s an entry in the 
f i r s t row of D while 2 i s an entry in the second row. 
If X^ i s sit l e a s t 3 , then c l e a r l y two d i s t i n c t i n t e g e r s 
i j j in { 3 s o . . 5 C ~ I ] ean be found so t h a t D s a t i s f i e s the 
c o n d i t i o n s of e i t h e r Lemma 4 . 1 , 2 or 4 . 1 . 3 . and the theorem 
fo l lows in t h i s c a s e . 
If a j the number of p a r t s in the p a r t i t i o n and hence the 
number of e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column, is a t l e a s t four^ then 
t h e r e a r e two subcases to c o n s i d e r . E i t h e r a t most two of 
l^ZjC a re e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column of D, in which case D 
s a t i s f i e s the c o n d i t i o n s of Lemma 4 . 1 . 2 . Or 1 ,2 ,0 a re a l l e n t r i e s 
i n the f i r s t column of D, in which case i t fo l lows from the f a c t 
t h a t t h e r e a re a t l e a s t four e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column of D 
t h a t D s a t i s f i e s the c o n d i t i o n s of Lemma 4 . 1 . 4 . Thus the 
theorem fo l lows in t h i s case a l s o . 
a 
Since i s not m.ore than c-35 i t fo l lows t h a t E X. 
^ 1=2 
i s a t l e a s t t h r e e . If X^ were 1, then X^^ would be 1 for a l l 1 
In ^ 2 , . . . , a } and so a would be a t l e a s t 4 . On the other hand 
i f a were 2 , then X2 would be a t l e a s t 3. Therefore the only 
case not a l r e a d y cons idered i s the one where a = 3 and = 2. 
There a re s e v e r a l subcases to be cons ide red . 
If 1 ,2 ,0 a r e a l l e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column of D, then 
t h e r e a re two d i s t i n c t e n t r i e s in the second column t h a t a r e in 
( 3 j . . . j , c - l } and so D s a t i s f i e s the cond i t i ons of Lemma 4 . 1 . 2 . 
I f 1,2 a re bo th e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column of D whi le c 
i s n o t , then the t h i r d e n t r y 1 in the f i r s t column s a t i s f i e s the 
c o n d i t i o n s of Lemma 4 . 1 . 4 . 
I f igC are e n t r i e s in the f i r s t colHinn but 2 i s not^ i t 
fo l lows from the f a c t that the second column of D has a t l e a s t 
two e n t r i e s and the f a c t that 2 must be an entry in the seccad 
colwiron that D s a t i s f i e s the condit ions of Lemma 4.1o3o 
I f 2 ani c are both e n t r i e s in the f i r s t column of E 
1 i s net J then i t fo l lows that D s a t i s f i e s e i ther the condit ions 
of Leiraxia 4 . I . 2 5 when 1 i s not an entry in the second columji of 
Dj or the condi t ions of Lemma 4 .1 .3^ when 1 i s an entry in the 
second coluEan of D. 
F i n a l l y i f there are l e s s than two of 1 ,2 ,0 in the f i r s t 
coltiinn of Dg then D s a t i s f i e s the condit ions of Lemma 4 . 1 . 2 . 
Thus in a i l c a s e s 
b S e qcd!^  = 1 3ind the theorem f o l l o w s . 
S T S • R^/TPK \ CT 
1 c a in c(D) 
4 . 2 Tlie S p e c i a l Diagrams Associated with (0-231^1) 
The s p e c i a l diagrams a s s o c i a t e d with ( c - 2 s , l j l ) are 
•"j-niquely determined by the i r entry in the ( 3 , 1 ) p o s i t i o n . 
Therefore l e t A. denote the diagram of th i s type with i the 1 
entry in the ( S j l ) p o s i t i o n . 
Throughout th i s s e c t i o n l e t U be an a r b i t r a r y but f ixed 
vector space over K and b fi...®b be a b a s i s element of U. = r . r 1 c 
Then the f i r s t s t e p in th i s s e c t i o n i s the determination of 
the image of b i . . . i b under c (A Jcp^ f o r a l l j in ( 3 p . . . j c } . 
""l '^ c J = 
For convenience this i s s p l i t in to two substeps 
4 . 2 . 1 The image when j = c 
4 . 2 . 2 Tb.e image when j i s l e s s than c . 
4,2O1 The diagram A^ can be drawn as 
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1 3 . . . 1c -1 
2 
c 
Now b . . Sb e (A IT« IT O 0 
i C = 
n 
p in R (A 
l b S e acp^ 
) L Ip cp a in C(A^p) 
7 
For a l l p in R(A^) 2p = 2 and cp = c . 
There are two types of p in R(A^) 
4 . 2 . 1 ( i ) Ip = 1 and 4 . 2 . 1 ( i i ) Ip i s not 1, 
4 . 2 . 1 ( i ) For these 
a in C(A^p) 
e a = ( l ) + ( 1 2 c ) + ( l c 2 ) - ( 1 2 ) - ( 2 c ) - ( l c ) 
a 
Therefore i f s . = r , - 1 , 
J Jp 
U 
b 8 . . . @b S e acpp 
®1 ' c a in C(A D) ^ ^ 
s S ' S -c c 1 
1 c 2 c 2 1 '2 ''1 c 
where the entr ies in the { " 3 , . . . , c - l J pos i t i ons of each 
commutator are g 
®3 ®c- l 
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-Is^ sS^ Hg^ sg^ H g sg s-'-sg ]' 
1 2 c c l 2 2 c 1 
applying 1.1.3 to the second row and because 
Ip = 1, 2p = 2 and cp = c. 
The entries in the positions of each commutator 
are therefore the elements g j...,g in some order and 
so by 4.1.1 may be taken to be in this order. 
4.2.1 (ii) Here let Ip = j. Then 
E £ a = (l)+(j2c)+(jc2)^(j2)-(2c)=.(jc) 
a in G(A^p) 
As before let s, = r, -1. Then k kp 
Ip Cp a in C(A p) 
r ^ 
= b 0. ..fib ' 
s^ S t 1 c 
(1)+ (j2c )+ (Jc2 )- (j2 )= (2c )- (jc ) 
I 2 j c l j 2 c 
[g„ ,g_,g„ llgg ,gs »gs 
[g, .g„ .g„ H g ,g ,g ®c ®2 % 
using 4.1.1 to interchange the entries in the 3 rd 
and j th places in each commutator 
= [g^ .g^ ,g„ .•••^gg Hgg jgg ,gs ^ 
®2 ®1 ^ C ®1 ^2 
®2 ®c ®1 j 
by applying 1.1.5 to the pairs in each row 
But s = r , = r , - = r^ and s = r so 
3 , = 1 1 2 2 c c 
Jp 
b @ . . .@b s e acpj! 
""ip"^ "^cp"^ a in C(A^p) ^ S 
where again the e n t r i e s in the^S^. . . , c - l } p o s i t i o n of each 
f a c t o r may be taken to be g in that order . 
3 c 
Therefore 
V 1 c 
r ir ir , ( c . 3 ) : ( c - l ) 
s i n c e there are ( c - 3 ) l members of R(A^) of type 4 . 2 . 1 ( i ) and 
( c - . 3 ) : ( c . 3 ) o f type 4 . 2 . 1 ( i i ) . 
As p does not d i v i d e ( c - 3 ) ! ( c - 1 ) i t f o l l o w s that 
f C 1 U u e(A i s generated by the se t o f a l l products o f the form C O 
""l ""2 ""c ""c ""l "^2 Iz ""c 
with r^ , r - . . . . . r in I . i ' 2 c n 
4 . 2 . 2 Let p be in R(A^). I f Ip i s not equal t o c , i t f o i l 
from the f a c t that 2p = 2 and ip = i that A^p s a t i s f i e s the 
c o n d i t i o n s of e i ther Lemma 4 . 1 . 2 or 4 . 1 . 4 and so 
U e CTq 
Ip Cp a in C(A^p) 
ows 
b 1 E cpp = 1 f o r a l l 
T h e r e f o r e t o d e t e r m i n e 
U 
b^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ C ^^ s u f f i c i e n t t o c o n s i d e r t he 
1 c = 
b 0. S e gm^ where n i s i n R(A, ' 
Ip"^ V CJ i n C(A.p) ^ 
and i s such t h a t Ip = c . 
For t h i s type of p i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
2 e CJ = ( l ) + ( c 2 i ) + ( c i 2 ) - ( 2 i ) - . ( c 2 ) - ( c i ) . 
a i n C(A^p) 
Once more l e t s, = r , . Then k . - 1 kp 
b . . S b E e^ CTcpJJ 
CT i n C(A.) ^ 2 
1 2 i c l i 2 c 
,8„ , . . . , 8 „ ] [8„ ,8„ ,8_ 
^c ®2 ®c ®2 
l c 2 i l 2 c 1 
by a p p l y i n g 4 . 1 . 1 t o i n t e r c h a n g e the e n t r i e s i n the 
3 rd and i t h p o s i t i o n of each commutator . 
= [gg ] [g3 ,83 , . . . , 8 3 ] r83 ,83 ] 
i 2 c c i 2 2 c 1 
by a p p l y i n g 1 . 1 . 5 t o t he p a i r s i n each row. 
But s = r = T^, s^ = r ^ and s^ = r ^ . 
cp" 
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Therefore i t follows that 
1 ' c = 
1 2 i i l 2 2 i 1 
by a re=arrangement of the order of the factors and the 
inverting of each factor using 1.1.3 . Both of these 
operations can be carried out without affecting the result 
as ^^ trivial. 
Because p does not divide (c-3)I it follows that 
Fcl U 
u eCA.Vp is generated by the set of all products of the form i ^G 
with r ^ j . - . j r ^ in I^. Clearly this generating set is the 
same for al l i in ^ 3 , . . . , c - l } and coincides with the 
generating set for (A^ 
= 
Theorem 4.2 .3 Let A be a special diagram associated with the 
partition ( c - 2 , l s l ) . If c is odd, c(e(A)):p|^ is a zero functor. 
However, if c is even, c(e(A))cp^ is non trivial and is equal to 
c (c (A^ O)t:pQ fo^ all other special diagrams A* associated with 
(c -2 ,1 ,1) . 
Proof The equality in the last statement of the theorem follows 
directly from the fact that,for each U in (A)cp^  and 
ut^lg (A^ f are subgroups of Yc^^n^ ^^^^ ^^^^ generating 
set. 
Thus to complete the theorem it must be proved that 
trivial for all U in K and all r^,...„r when c is odd but 1» » c 
that there is a E ai d r ^  ,... ,r in I for which it is non 1' ' c n 
trivial when c is even. 
First the odd case is considered. This is proved using 
several Lemmas in which commutator identities for centre-
extended-by-metabelian groups are established. The first is 
for general c greater than 3. 
Leiiffiia 4.2.4 Let H be a group in C^, where c is at least 4. 
Then for all i in {2,...,c-2} and all in H 
Proof The proof is by reverse induction on i. The result is 
obviously true for i = c-2. Therefore let it be assumed that 
t is less than c-2 but at least 2 and that the result holds for 
all i greater than t. 
Let X = y = f^ c 1' * "'^t+2 ^  
and z = h Then C** it 
' [y.z.xV^ 
" by 1.1.5 since Y ^ + I W IS t r i v i a l . 
» by 1.1.3 since [x,y,z] Is in - 1 
(-1) 
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+ 1) 
by the inductive hypothesis, 
and Lerana 4.2.4 follows. 
An easy consequence of this Lenma is the following 
useful result 
Corollary 4.2.5 Let H be in C . Then 
for all UjVjX^yjh^,...^ in H. 
It follows directly from this last result and the fact that 
p is at least 5 that [u,v,hj^,... ^ ; u,v] = 1 whenever c is even. 
Lemma 4.2.6 Let H be a group in C^ and let u,v,w,x,y, 
h, j...,h _ be in H. Then 1' ' c-5 
= 1 whenever c is odd. 
(it follows from the restrictions placed on c at the outset that 
c roust be at least 5.) 
Proof It follows from 1.1.5 that 
1 = 
[u,VsX,...;y,w][x^u^v,...;y,w][v,x,u,...;y,w] 
[w,u,x,... ;yjV] [Xj,w,u,... ;y ,v] [u,x,w,... ;y,v] 
[VjWjXj...;y,u][x,v,w,...;y,u][w,x,v,...;y,u] 
= P [X5U5V,.".. ;y,w] [u,x,w,... ;y,v] 
[v,x,u,...;y5w][x,v,w,...;y,u] 
[XjWjU,...;y,v][w,x,v,...;y,u] 
by re-arranging the factors 
= P rv,w,y,...;x,u][u,w,y,...;v,x][u,v,y,...;x,w] 
by applying 1.1.3 to the factors in the second columns 
then applying 4.2.5 to the factors in both columns and 
finally applying 1.1.6 to the pairs in each row. 
= P [x,u,y,o..;VsW][v,x,y,...;u,w][x,w,y,...;u,v] by 4.2.5 
= P Iv,w,x,...;y,u][v,w,u,...;x,y] 
;y,v][w,u,v,...;x,y] 
[u,v,x,...;y,w][u,v,w,...;x,y] 
by application of 1.1.5, then 4.2.5 and finally 
1.1.3 if necessary. 
2 
= P as the factors in the second column form a trivial 
product by 1.1.5. 
Since p must be at least 7 it follows that P = 1 and 
the lemma is proved. 
It is now a simple matter to complete the odd case 
which follows from the next Lemma. 
Lemma 4.2.7 Let c be an odd integer greater than 4 and let H 
be a group in C^. Then for all u , v , w , y , . . . ^ in H 
= 1 
Proof Let x = [ u , v , h ^ , . . . T h e n the first factor in pv is 
[x,y,w] = [y,w, 
,x,y] by 1.1.5 
= [x;y,w] [x,w,y] by 1.1.3 4.2.8 
Application of a similar manipulation to the other factors 
of Ff gives 
[w,u,h^ .. 
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= 1 since the factors in the f i r s t column, after an application 
of 4 . 1 . 1 to move the c - l st entry to the 3 rd pos i t ion in each 
comrnratator of that column, form a t r i v i a l product by 1.1.5 
while the factors in the second column form a t r i v i a l product 
by Lemma 4 . 2 . 6 . 
Thus the odd case is complete. 
Remark 4 .2 .9 The proof of the last lemma shows that 
yC(e(A))^U contained in G^^^for a l l U in K. 
Moreover Corollary 4 .2 .5 implies that i f U is of dimension 
smaller than 3, then is generated by t r i v i a l 
elements so is i t s e l f t r i v i a l regardless of whether c is 
even or odd. 
To complete the theorem i t is s u f f i c i e n t to establish 
that when c is even 
[g ,8 Hg^ ,g , . . . , g ][g '•••'Sr,^ 
1 2 c c l 2 2 c 1 
~ [g^ jg^ jgj. ] tgj- »gj. j * * ' j g „ >gj. ] 
1 2 c - l c c l c - 1 2 
[g ,8 ] 
2 c c - l 1 
is non trivial for some U in K and some r , , . . . , r in I , = 1' » c n 
If U is of dimension less than three, there is no 
r , , . . . , r in I for which the above expression is non trivial. 1' ' c n 
But if U is of dimension at least three and r. = 1, r = 3 , i ' c ' 
r . = 2 for al l i in { 2 , . . . , c - l } , then the expression reduces to 
^^ applications of 4 .2 .5 and 1.1.3, 
Therefore it is sufficient to construct a centre-extended-
by metabelian group of exponent p and class c, for every even 
integer c between 3 and p, in which [v, (c-3)u;w,u] is non 
trivial for some elements u,v,w in that group. The construction 
of this example is deferred until the end of Section 4.3. 
4.3 The Special Diagrams Associated with (c-2,2) 
The results of this section can be summarized into the 
following theorem 
Theorem 4.3.1 Let B be a special diagram associated with the 
partition (c-2,2) of c. If c is even, then c(e(B))tp^ is a 
zero functor. However, if c is odd, c(e(B))cp^ is non trivial 
and equal to c(e(B^))cp^ where Bs'f is another special diagram 
corresponding to (c-2,2). 
Proof The first step in this proof is the calculation of a 
W u 
set of generating elements for Ue (B)cp^ for all U in K and all 
special diagrams B associated with (c-2,2). 
This set of generating elements can be calculated by 
calculating the b^ € (B)cp^ for all basis elements of 
However, b ..Sb e (B)cpJJ 
IT t IIT w 
1 c = 
n b 0. ..Sb ^ E e CTcpp* Therefore it 
p in R(B) ^Ip"-^ ^cp"-^ a in C(Bp) ^ = 
is sufficient to calculate each factor in the above product. 
For convenience s^ will sometimes be used to denote 
Jp 
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The special diagrams associated with (c-2,2) all have 3 as 
the entry in their (1,2) position so that they are uniquely 
determined by their entry in the (2,2) position. Therefore B^, 
with i in{4,....,c} , will be used to denote the special 
diagram of this type with i as its entry in the (2,2) position. 
The calculations are carried out in two main cases depending 
upon whether i is less than c or is c and within each of these 
main cases in several subcases depending on the action of 
p in R(B). 
4.3.2 Here i is in {4,...,c-li. If k is an integer in 
but not in {l,2,i,c], then the elements of R(B^) can be split 
into the following disjoint subsets. 
(i) 3p = k,lp is not c 
(ii) 3p = k,lp = c, 2p = 2 
(iii) 3p = k,lp = c, 2p = i 
(iv) 3p = l,lp is not c 
(v) 3p = l,lp = c, 2p = i 
(vi) 3p = l,lp = c, 2p = 2 
(vii) 3p = c,lp = 1, 2p = 2 
(viii) 3p = c,lp = 1, 2p = i 
(ix) 3p = c,lp = k, 2p = 2 
(x) 3p = c,lp = k, 2p = i 
Lemmas 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 imply the triviality of 
U e_CTc 
®C a in C(B^p) 
For all p in R(B^) the diagram B^p can be drawn as 
b fi...fib S  a pp for all p in (i), (ii), (iv) and (x), 
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Ip 3p 
2p ip 
a and so 
^<^C(B.pr = { ( I ) - (lp2p)5((l) - (3pip)] . 
/crtM. ^ - 3 . 2 ( 1 1 1 ) Here/c(B.p) = { ( 1 ) - ( c i ) H c D - (k2) 1 
Therefore b a. . .Sb Z G acp!I 
®c c T i n C ( B . p ) ^ = 
= > . . . , 8 3 , , g 3 ][g ,83 ,g , . . . , 8 3 ,83 ] 
1 2 k i c l 2 k c i 
-1 
^ ^ s / S 'S3 , . . . , 8 3 ,83 ,8 ,83 , . . . , 8 3 ' S 3 J 
1 k 2 i c I k 2 c 1 
applying 4 . 1 . 1 to move the k th entry and the i th entry 
in each commutator to the 3 rd and (c -1 ) th position 
in each fac tor . 
[83 ,83 , . . . , 8 3 ,83 Hg3 ,83 , . . . , 8 3 ,83 3"^ 
k 2 i c k 2 c 1 
by applying 1 . 1 . 5 to the pairs in each column, 
[8„ ,8„ ,g_ ] by 4 . 2 . 8 
®k ®2 ®i ®c 
[g„ ,8„ , . . . ; 8 „ ,8„ ] 
Q 
[8^ ,gr ,g„ by 4 . 2 . 5 and 1 . 1 . 3 
^2 3 ^i 
Using methods similar to these i t can be shown that in 
the following cases 
ip 
e acp^ equals 
Cp"" a in C(B^p) -
4 . 3 . 2 (v) [g^ ,g„ , . . . ; g „ ,8„ ] 
^2 3 ^i 
( -1)^2 
4 . 3 . 2 ( v i ) [g ,g , . . . ; g ,g 
3 i 
4 . 3 . 2 ( v i i ) [g ,g 
r^ i 3 
4 . 3 . 2 ( v i i i ) and ( i x ) [g ,g , . . . ; g „ ] . 
"^ 2 i 3 
Where in a l l case the unnoted entr ies are the g^^, for j not 
in { l , 2 , 3 , i } in some f ixed order. 
Therefore b^ 0. . .Sb^ S^^i^C 
M + i-ife 
= [g^ ,g„ ,g„ r ' ' P 
^2 3 ^ i 
where -a = The number of p of type ( v i i i ) + the number of p of 
type ( i x ) + 2 (The number of p of type ( v i i ) ) 
= ( c - 4 ) : + ( c - 4 ) : ( c - 4 ) + 2 ( c - 4 ) : 
= ( c - 4 ) : ( c - l ) 
and p = The number of p of type ( i i i ) +the number of p of 
type ( v i ) + 2 (the number of p of type ( v ) ) 
= ( c - 4 ) : ( c - 4 ) + ( c -4 )I + 2. ( c - 4 ) : 
= - a . 
4 . 3 . 3 Here the diagram being considered is B^. 
The p in R(B ) can be arranged into the fo l lowing 
subsets, » 
( i ) Ip = 1, 2p = 2 
( i i ) Ip = 1, 2p = c 
( i i i ) 3p = 1, 2p = 2 
( i v ) 3p = 1, 2p = c 
(v) 2p = 2 but neither Ip nor 3p equals 1 
( v i ) 2p = c but neither Ip nor 3p equals 1. 
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Calculations similar to those employed in 4.3.2 give that 
U 
b S.. . Sb T. £ 
""ip"^ ""cp"^ a in C(B^p) ° • = 
is equal to 
2 
(i) [g^ sg^ ^g^, ] 
(ii) [g^ ,gj. sgj^  1 
1 2 3 c 
(iii) [g ,g .g^ ] 
(iv) [g ,g ,g„ ] 
''2 "3 c 
(v) [g^ ,g„ ,.-.;g„ ,g„ ] 
(vi) [gr ] for p in the relevant set. 
1 3 c 
Therefore b i. ..fib^ e ^ ^ c ^ C 
1 c = 
= [g„ ,...;g„ ] 
3 ^c 
where a* = (the number of p of type (i)).2 + the 
number of p of type (iii) + the nuiEber of 
p of type (v) 
= (c-3):2 + (0-3)1 + (c.3): (c~4) 
= (0-3)1(0-1) 
and 3* = the number of p of type (ii) + 2 (the number of p of 
type (iv) + the number of p of type (vi) 
= (c-3): + 2(0-3)1 + (0-3)1 (c-4) 
= a * . 
The r e s u l t s of 4 . 3 . 2 and 4 . 3 . 3 imply t h a t i s 
g e n e r a t e d e i t h e r by a l l e l emen t s of t he form 
[g^ ' • • • ' S t - ^^ ^ ^ w i t h r . . . , r i n I or 
3 c J. c n 
by a l l e l emen t s of t he form 
c -1 
a * + ( - 1 ) a * 
[g„ ,g„ ,g„ ] w i t h r . . . , r i n I . 
^2 3 c i c n 
When c i s e v e n , t h e s e e l emen t s a l l have a t r i v i a l exponent 
and so U^^^^^^^cpc i s t r i v i a l f o r a l l U i n K. T h e r e f o r e c(e(E))cp(. 
i s a z e r o f u n c t o r whenever c i s an even i n t e g e r . 
However when c i s odd, u'^^^^^^^cp^ i s g e n e r a t e d by t he 
[g^ the [g ,g , . . . ; g ,g S ince 
p i s g r e a t e r t han c , which was assumed t o be a t l e a s t 4 , 2a and 
2(3* a r e n o t d i v i s i b l e by p . T h e r e f o r e u'^^^^^^^cp^ i® g e n e r a t e d by 
t h e s e t of a l l commutators of t h e form [g ,g ,g ] 
w i t h r , . . . . , r i n I . S ince t h i s ho lds f o r a l l !J i n K, i t 1 ' ' c n -
f o l l o w s t h a t c(g(B))cpj, = c(e(B*))cp^ f o r a n o t h e r s p e c i a l 
s: =s 
d iag ram B* a s s o c i a t e d w i t h ( c - 2 , 2 ) . 
Hence to complete the theorsui i t is su f f i c i en t to establish 
the existence of a group in C.^ ^ with c odd, which contains 
elements u^ v w for which [v , (c-3)u;w is nor,-.trivial, o o o o 
This is established by the fo l lowing escaiEple which so f f i c e s for 
the even case as we l l . 
Example 4.3.4 Fcr each prime p not less than 5 and e&ch 
integer c in { 4 , . . . ^ p - ^ there is a group H with the fol lowing 
pr oper t i es : -
H is ( i ) generated by three eleisents u„v .w . 
o o 
( i i ) such that 
(e"3)u;w^3u] is non- t r i v i a l . 
( i l l ) Df class Co 
( i v ) centre-extended-by-i:.etabelian 
( v ) cf exponent p. 
Detai ls Let N be the nilpGtent-cf=ciass-2-and-of-expcnent=p-
group generated by the elenients 2 '^o ' ° ° ' 2 
which s a t i s f y the fo l lowing relat ionships and their 
consequences but no others:-
( a ) [ v^ jV j ] = [w^ . = 1 far a l l i j in 
(b) [v^,w, ] = 1 for a l l i , j in (05o,o,c-23 fcr which i + j 
is greater than c=2. 
( c ) I ^ i + i s ^ j H v . - 1 for a l l i J i n { o , . » . . 
Let u be the mppirig of N into i t s e l f defined on the 
generators of N by 
^i'^^l+l ' "" ^i'^^'i+l ^ i n f o , . . . jC-Sl 
To show that this can be extended to an automorphism of N 
it must be shown that it preserves the relations on the 
generators. (In the following calculations if v ^ and w 
appear they will be considered to be 1). 
Firstly (a). Now 
= [V. ,V.] [V. 
= 1 and similarly 
= 1 for all i,j in fo,...,c-2l . 
(b) Since 
= it follows that 
if i + j is greater than c-2, then [v",w"] = 1. 
(c) Finally 
, u u,r U U 1r u U , 
= t ^ i + 1 j ^  f^i+1j+1^ f ^ i + 2 j ^  f^i+2j+1^ 
[^i'Vl^ ^"^i+l'Vl^ 
[^i+1 j+1 ^  '^j+21 t^+2 j+1 ^  f^i+2 '^j+2 ^  
= 1 as the products of the factors in each of the columns 
are trivial by the relation (c). 
Obviously the relations corresponding to N being nilpotent 
of class 2 are preserved under u. Therefore it remains to 
I check that(v^}P = (wj^jy'for all i in (o,...,c-2L Now 
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i i+l' 
P P r T%P« (p-1) 
= 1 since p is odd and N is of exponent p, 
A similar argurnent holds for the w^ and so u can be extended 
to an automorphism of N. 
Let H be the group obtained by extending H by the cyclic 
group generated by an element which has the action of u on N. 
(For simplicity this generating element will also be denoted 
by u. ) 
It will now be shewn that H satisfies the conditions 
(i),.. .,(v). 
(i) It is clear that H is generated by 
u.v -,w -....w However, ' o' ' c-2' o' ® c-2 ' 
[v,.u] = vT^ V? = if i is less than c-2 "•1® 1 1 1+1 
= 1 if i = c=2. 
A simple induction argument implies that 
v^ = [v^jiu] for all in in{o,... [v^5(C"l)u] = lo 
Similarly w^ = [w^,iu] for all i in I^^^ [w^,(c=l)u] = 1» 
Thus H is generated by and w^. 
(ii) Fran the above arg^iment 
[v ,(c-3)u;w ju] = [v ^jW-l and this is non-trivial by Q U C .L 
construction. 
(iii) Now = = 1 
since N is nilpotent of class 2. 
Moreover 
[v. 
= [ V , . ] " - [V . ] [V ] [V . ] [V . ^ ^ ] 
= 1 for a l l i j i n J O j . . . 
Therefore i t follows from the condition (a) on N that 
the only commutators of weight c+1 in H that need be 
^u, considered are and [w^, (c -1 . 
However these are both t r i v i a l by the r e s u l t s of ( i ) . 
Thus Yc+i^®^ ~ ^ c l a s s c . 
(2 ) ( i v ) Clearly every elements in H is in Y2 
so is a product of elements of the form [v^,w.] for i , j in 
^ 0 , . . . , c - 2 } . However i t has already been shown that 
(2 ) 
these commute with the generators of H. Thus [H ,H] is 
t r i v i a l and H is centre-extended-by-iaetabelian. 
(v) Because H is a p-group of c l a s s less than p^ i t 
is regular (cf 12 .4 cf [ 5 ] ) and therefore H has exponent p 
because i t s generators have order p. 
Chapter Five 
The Lattice of Subvarieties of C , =P-1 
5.1 Introduction 
Throughout this chapter only subvarieties of C^ ^ will 
be considered so that whenever the word variety is used it 
will mean subvariety of C^ 
In Chapter Three it was shown that for all c less than p 
there are no subvarieties strictly between iM and M ^ and 
that M , is a proper subvariety of M . Then in Chapter Four =c-l =c 
it was shown that for all c in f4,...,p-l} there are two 
distinct varieties strictly between C^ and one of which 
contains M while the other does not, which join in C and =c 
intersect in C The variety strictly between C and =c-l 
C , which contains M will be denoted by X , while the =c-l =c -c-i,c 
other is denoted by X .. Therefore =c,c-i 
X OX , = C T and X ^X ^ = C^ or the lattice =c,c-l=c-l,c =c-l =c,c-l=c-l,c =c 
of varieties between C and C , can be drawn as foll( — Q —C" X Lows 
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Since M. = C^ for a l l i in i t follows that 
the latt ice of subvarieties of C^ is given by:-
£3 
S2 
i S l 
C 
= 0 
Let j be in { 3 , . . . , p - l ] . Then a variety X. . can be 
s J 
defined for a l l i in f 3 , . . . , j + l ] , except for i=c when 
j = p -1 , by: -
^ . = M. while for i greater than 3. 
9 J ~J 
The following results wil l be obtained in Section 5 .2 . 
First ly C = X for a l l c in f 3 , . . . . p - i f and for a l l = C =Cj,C 3 sir 
such c the two definitions of X . are compatible. The c- i ,c 
X, . are such that X , di f fers from X , whenever the 
> J ^»J iJ 
ordered pair ( i^ j ) di f fers from the ordered pair ( i ' j j ' ) . 
Furthermore X. , n X. 1 .1 = X. where k is the lesser 
- 1 jiJ -R,r 
of i , i ' and r is the lesser of while 
X, , U X,, = ^ where is the greater of 
i , i ' and r^ ^ is the greater of j j ' . 
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In Section 5.3 it will be shownj, under certain assumptions 
that the X, . for all appropriate i and j together with C G^^  
13 J —O 
and C„ are the only subvarieties cf C , =2 1 „ 
The later sections of the chapter are taken up with the 
proofs that the assumptions made in Section 5.3 hold. 
Thus for c greater than 3 a diagram of the lattice of 
subvarieties of X can be obtained from, the diagram of the =c,c 
lattice of subvarieties of X ^ i ^ y adding the following 
""C J. J C •• JL 
layer to the latter diagram in the appropriate position. 
24,C-1 
It is obvious from this diagram that the lattice is 
distributive with X, ^ i 5 C C as its join 
J C C ^ C - ' J - OJ L Z 
irreducible elements. 
In this chapter much use is made of the fact that the 
lattice is modular, that is it obeys the following law:-
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5.1» 1 Let Vj Wj Z be subvarieties of C If Z is a subvariety —p- i — 
of W, then 
W 0 (V U 2) = (W ^^V) U Z (cf. [10] ) 
5.2 The Distinctness Results 
Lenma 5.2.1 For all c in f4,...,p-l], C = X -C -c 5 c 
Proof Now X is a subvariety of C that contains X . =C5C =c =C3C=.l 
But JL is not contained in X ^^ for if it were, ^ 
would be in X ^ (] X . = C ^ and so equal to X_ ^ =c,c-l -C-I5C =c-l ^ =35C-1 
contrary to the results of Chapter Three. Therefore ^ 
is a proper subvariety of X . Since the only proper -c ,c 
subvarieties of C that contain C , properly are X ^ and =c =c-l =C5C-1 
X , and since X , does not contain X ^ the result =C-l5C =c-l,c =C5C-1 
follows. 
The next lemma justifies the notation used for the 
variety between C and C - that contains M = ^ —C —C" J. C -J jC 
Lemma 5.2.2 For every c greater than 3, X - defined by — C-i,C 
X^ U X , is the variety strictly between X and =j,c ^ =c-l,c-2' -C5C 
X ^ , that contains X, =c-l,c-l =3,0 
Proof Obviously X contains X> „• 
The variety strictly between X and X that 
contains X:^  ^  clearly contains ^^ 4-1,c ^^^^ 
follow if it can be shown that X^ j^^  is a proper subvariety of 
X . . =c-lj,c 
However j, 
c - 2 ^ =3 c - l ^ ^ f e c ^^ a s s o c i a t i v i t y of 
un ion 
= c - l , c - l =3 , c 
S ince ^ ^ i s d i f f e r e n t f rom ^ ^ i t f o l l o w s t h a t c - 1 
i s n o t c o n t a i n e d i n X ^ ^. T h e r e f o r e X ^ has , c = c - l , c - l = c - l , c 
=c 1 c 1 ^^ ^ p rope r s u b v a r i e t y and the r e s u l t f o l l o w s . 
Theorem 5 . 2 . 3 Let j j ' be i n t 3 , . . . , p - l l and l e t i , i ' be i n 
{ 3 , . . . J + l ] , ( 3 ^ 0 . . j ' + l j r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then 
X, . u X,, = X ^ . where k'^  i s t he g r e a t e r of i , i ' 
^ > J ^ »J 
and r * i s t he g r e a t e r of j , j ' . Moreover X. . f\ X., .i = X, 
where k i s t he l e s s e r of i , i ' and r i s the l e s s e r of j , j ' . 
Proof By d e f i n i t i o n 
by the a s s o c i a t i v i t y and c o m m u t a t i v i t y of u n i o n . But 
^ j f I 3 j ' ^ V* r e s u l t s of Chapte r Three . Now 
X , c o n t a i n s X, , , ^ = C. ^ by d e f i n i t i o n . = X ,1 -1 - l - i j l - i - l - i 
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However if s is less than i, then X , is contained in 
X. , . , as it is contained in X which is a subvarietv of -l=ijX=.i =8,3 
X. T . I. Therefore X is contained in X. , ^ whenever 
s is less than i. Thus 
= Xj^ ^ as required. 
Attention is now focused on the intersection of the two 
varieties. The following result is useful for the desired 
result and is extracted as a lemma 
Lemma 5.2.4 For all possible i,j,s, 
X. .n = ^ ^ where t is the lesser of j,s. 
ijj J5S j,t 
Proof Since iL , contains ^ whenever j is at least s it 
J S J » ^  
follows that X. , Xo ~ ^ whenever s is at most j. 
However if j is less than s, then X , n JC, contains 
^ J. It cannot contain ^ for if it did, then X^ 
would be a subvarlety of X, . and hence of X , ^ . contrary to y J J"^-'- t J 
the definition of X . . Moreover X. , n X, is a subvarlety of 
X. , = M , and so by the results of Chapter Three it must 
-p-i 
be , and the lemma fellows. 
»J 
Now to return to the proof of the theorem. 
Without loss of generality it can be assumed that i' is not 
more than i. Therefore 
X, . 
= 1 
since X., is a subvariety 1 ,1 - i 
of X. . . hence of X. .. =1,1-1 =i,j 
= X., ~ ^y definition and the 
Theorem is complete. 
Since ^ ^ is not equal to ^ ^ ^^  for all c in • 3, 
it follows that X. is different from X, - for all i in 
|3,...,c+li and all k in 13,...,cJ as the former contains ^ 
and so is not a subvariety of X while the latter is a 
subvariety of X^ ^ 
Therefore the next theorem is sufficient to establish 
required distinctness results. 
Theorem 5.2.5 For all c greater than 3, X^ ^ is not equal to 
X. whenever i and j are different integers in 
Proof It has already been established that X contains =c,c 
X for all 1 in {3,... ,c-l}. Therefore since X . properly ~ 1, c ~c+i,c 
contains X X =c,c* =c+l,c differs from X =c ,c and the X •l.C 
Thus it is sufficient to prove the result for i and j in 
The proof now proceeds by Induction on c. The results is 
obviously true for c equal to 4. Therefore let s be greater than 
4 and let It be assumed that the result is true for s-1. 
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If for soEe in (3,.., ,s] X. g = X^ ^ ^  then 
S- J s 
and j are equal by the inductive hypothesis and the result 
follows. 
These results establish that the lattice is at least what 
it is claimed to be. 
5.3 The Non-existence Results 
As was mentioned in the introduction some of the results in 
this section rely on the assumption of two results which will be 
established in the later sections. 
These assumed results are 
5.3.1 For all c greater than 4, the only variety strictly between 
X and X , is X and 
5.3.2 For all c greater than 4, the only varieties strictly 
between X. and X. ^ ^ are X. , and X. . for all i 
=•± 0^ =1-1,c-1 =1-1,c =i,c-l 
in ^4,... ,c] . 
The aim of this section is to show that the only subvarieties 
of Cp are the X^ ^ for j in {3,...,p-l} and, for each j, for i 
in (3,... J + l l s (except 1 = p when j = p-1,) C^, C^ and C^. 
The first few results are independent of the two 
assumptions. 
The following lenmia is a simple consequence of the centre-
extended-by-metabelian law and is sufficient to establish that the 
subvarieties of X^ ^ are all of the desired type. 
Lemma 5.3.3 Let c be in ^4,..,p-lJ and let V be a variety such 
that V(iM = T Then V is a subvariety of X = = —jjC'"! — —< c,c 
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^ o o f Let H be a group in Then the faxtor group FVH^^ ^ IS 
metabelian and so is in V^ M = ^ This implies that 
Y^(H) is contained in vS^^ and soy^^^CH) = [Y^(H)5H] is a 
(2 ) 
subgroup of [H^ '^/fl] hence is t r iv ia l . Therefore H is of class 
at most c and the result follows. 
The next result is an easy consequence of Lennna 5 . 3 . 3 and 
partial ly accounts for the lopsidedness of the diagram of the 
l a t t i c e . 
Lemma 5 . 3 . 4 If V is a variety for which VnX = X , — = J' = =c^c = c , c - l 
for some c in f 4 , . . . j,p-l] , then V = X c ,c- i 
Proof Now V 0 X^  = (V X ) n ^ J J C C J c o, 
=C,C Thus i t follows from 5 . 3 . 4 that V is a subvariety of X = c 
and so m,ust be X^ ^ 
Lemma 5 . 3 . 5 Let c be in { 4 , . . . , p - l } and let i be in { "4 , . . . , c + l } . 
If V is a proper subvariety of X. that contains X. ^ , then 
X = i l - l . c -
Proof The result has already been established for i = c or c+1 
c 
Therefore l e t i be in 1 4 , . . . j ,c -Ij . 
The proof nw proceeds by induction on c and is vacuously 
true for c = 4, Therefore let s be greater than 4 and assume 
that the result is true for s - 1 . 
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Now 
I = 
= G n X, „ , ) u x , . by 5.1.1 — — — 1 - J . j S 
However V n X, , is contained in X. , and, since both 
X, - and X, ^ contain X, ^ - , contains X. ^ . . Thus 
= 1 - 1 , s = i , s - l = 1 - 1 , s - 1 ' = 1 - 1 , s - 1 
by the inductive hypothesis i t is either X, ^ or X. ^ ^^ = i , s - l =1-1,s -1 
But i f V/lX, ^ were X. then V would contain both = = i , s - l = i , s - l ' = 
X. T and X. ^ and so would contain X. contrary to the = i , s - l = 1 - 1 , s = i , s 
assumptions on V. 
Therefore V ^ X. ^ = ' = i , s - l 
= X. T and so 
= 1 - 1 . 8 - 1 
V = X. 1 U X. = 1 -1 , s -1 =1-1,s 
= X. , and the leinma fo l lows. 
= 1 - 1 . s 
at»8 Lhw 1ji8 t rufeulL I h u lullowiiis ubuful iJmiLiLy l u l i L l 
The fo l lowing theorem uses the assumed results and is 
s u f f i c i e n t to prove that the la t t ice is only what i t is 
claimed to be. 
Theorem 5.3.7 Let c be an integer in f 4 , . . . , p - l ] . I f V is a 
subvariety of X that is not contained in X , , , then V 
is either X- ^ fo^ some i in { 3 , . . . , c l or X ^ t — 1 , L —C , C - i 
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Proof The p roof i s by i n d u c t i o n on c . The r e s u l t has a l r e a d y 
b e e n e s t a b l i s h e d f o r c = 4 . T h e r e f o r e l e t s be g r e a t e r than 4 
and l e t i t be supposed t h a t the r e s u l t i s t r u e f o r s=.l. 
Now i t f e l l o w s f rom Lemma 5 . 3 . 3 t h a t V^M c o n t a i n s J 5 S- J. 
T h e r e f o r e V ^ X , , i s one of the X. ^ f o r i i n [ 3 , . . . ,s= ]J. 
The p roof of the i n d u c t i v e s t e p i s i t s e l f an i n d u c t i v e 
one and i t w i l l be c a l l e d t he i n n e r i n d u c t i o n . 
The i n n e r i n d u c t i o n i s an i n d u c t i v e proof on i i n f l , . . . , 8 - 3 } 
t h a t t he on ly s u b v a r i e t i e s of X which a r e n o t s u b v a r i e t i e s of X ^ , = s , s = s - l , s = l 
and whose i n t e r s e c t i o n w i t h X ^ ^ c o n t a i n s X . ^ a r e t h e 
X. f o r i i n f s - i , . . . , s r and X . . = j , s J I » . i = s , s - l 
That t h i s ho ld s f o r i = 1 f o l l o w s d i r e c t l y f rom the 
r e s u l t s of Chap te r F o u r . T h e r e f o r e l e t i t be assumed t h a t t i s 
g r e a t e r than 1 and t h a t t he i n n e r i n d u c t i v e a s sumpt ion holds f o r 
a l l i l e s s t han t . Then l e t V be a s u b v a r i e t y of X t h a t i s - s , s 
n o t c o n t a i n e d i n X i 1 and such t h a t X . V = X , . — S - i j S - i —S-ljS-I. b-LjO-J. 
Now W = VwX ^ i s a s u b v a r i e t y of X n o t — — —S— C J S — i. —S J S 
c o n t a i n e d i n X , ^ , whose i n t e r s e c t i o n wi th X , , — S—J-jS—X —©•"J.jO—J. 
c o n t a i n s X , , T h e r e f o r e i t f o l l o w s from the i n n e r — S "" tT" i 5 S — J. 
i n d u c t i v e a s sumpt ion t h a t one of t h e f o l l o w i n g p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
must h o l d : -
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.3.8 W = X. for some i in f s - 1 + 1 , . . . l i = =JjS J I , 5 
5 .3 .9 W = X =s,s 
or 5.3.10 W = X = = s , s - l 
5 .3 .8 In this case 
X . , = X , , n X. by 5.2.3 
~ = S - t , S - l ^ = S - t + l , S . l 
and so j = s - t+1 by 5.2.5. 
Therefore V is a var ie ty that is contained in , 
and that properly contains X ^ „ t Therefore 
by 5.3.2 and the assumptions on V, V = g. 
5.3.9 Here 
' S s - t . s - i y ^ s - t + i . s - i 
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Therefore s-t+1 = s-1 and so t must equal 2 by 5.2.5. 
Thus V contains X „ =s-2,s-l 
However V cannot be X or X . since if it were 
~S- Z yS —S-ljS 
W would be Therefore g ^ proper subvariety 
of X , ^U v. Moreover X u V can not be X , as -8-2,8 - =s_2,S = =8-1,8 
this would imply that W = X , . Therefore it follows = =8-1,s 
from 5.3.1 that X ^ V = X =8-2,8 = =8,s 
Thus 
Ss,s-1 = 2s.s-l 
V. But this contradicts the assumption on 
V and so there is no V that satisfies the conditions of 5.3.9. 
5.3.10 In this case 
T n (V U X ,, =s-1,8-1 i=s-l,8- 1 ' " =s-t+l,s-l^ 
= X as before. Thus, once again, t = 2, =s-t+i,s-l ' ' 
Now V cannot be contained in X . , for if it were it = =s-l,s ' 
would be a subvariety of X ^ ^ = X . contrary to the 
assumptions on V. Thus V U X properly contains X 
and is different from X i ""S • 1 J s 
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Therefore it follows from 5.3.1 that Vn X = X = =s-2,s =s,s 
Hence = 2s-1,s ^ (V U ,s > 
= (4-1,s^ v^ k-2,s "^y 
However V is contained in = ^.i^s-l 
and contains X „ T. It cannot be X ^ ^ and so by 5.3.5 =s-2,s-l =s-l,s-l 
it must be X „ Therefore =s-2 ,s-l 
=s-l,s =s-2,s-l^ =s-2,s 
= X „ which contradicts Theorem 5.2.5. =s-2 ,s 
Thus there are no varieties that satisfy the conditions 
of 5.3.10, 
Thus the inner induction, and hence Theorem 5.3.7, follows. 
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5c4 The Froof of 5.3.1 
The Proof is achieved by proving the corresponding result 
for the lattice of verbal subgroups of G, where G is a free 
group of X^ 
By 5.2.3 X , = X , . U X^ and 
X „ = X ^ However X, is the variety of 
all metabelian groups of exponent p and class at most c so 
(2) 
corresponds to the verbal subgroup G of G. Moreover for 
i in { 3 5 o .. ,c ' X. • consists of all groups of class at most i 
in X and so the verbal subgroup corresponding to 
=c,c 
-i i ^^ "^i+l^^^* Therefore the verbal subgroups of G 
corresponding to X , X , and X „ are v , i (G) = 1 
=c,c =c-l,c =c-2,c ' c+l 
( 2 ) ( 2 ) 
and y ^ respectively. 
It should be noted that, since there are no varieties 
strictly between X. and X- i for all i in 
-IjC, l-l^C 
(2 ) 
there are no verbal subgroups between y^ ^^  (G) r> G and 
Y (G)/^ G^^^' Moreover y ^ (G) ft G^^^is a minimal verbal 
subgroup of G. 
Thus 5.3.1 is equivalent to the following Theorem. 
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Theorem 5 . 4 . 1 The only verbal subgroup of G properly contained 
in nG^^^ is 
(9 ) Proof Let v be an element of y^ that is not 
(2 ) contained in Then the verbal subgroup V of G 
(2 ) (2 ) generated by v and Y^,(G)nG is contained in y^ ^(G)nG^ 
(2 ) (2 ) and properly contains y^ (G) o G hence must be y^ 
Now every element of V can be written as a product of a 
f inite number of images of v under the endomorphisms of G and 
(2 ) an element of v (G)nG^ . (All images of v under the ' c 
(2 ) (2 ) 
endomorphisms of G and a l l elements of y^ (G)nG are in G 
and so are central in G.) 
Let{g^,g2 5 .• . ] be a set of free generators for G. Then i t 
(2 ) 
follows from the fact that V = y , (G)nG^ that there are ' c- 1 
endomorphisms r)^ ^ ,ti2 s • • • s'Hj. G and there is an element x in 
(2 ) 
V (G)nG for which 
^ c 
r 
[g^,(c-4)g2;g3,g2] = n wii • X . 
i=l 
Since x is in and Y^+i^®^ trivial x can be 
expressed as a product of the form H x, where J is some 
j in J J 
index set and the x, are commutators of the form [g , . . . , g . ] . J h ^c 
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Let J^ be the subse t of J c o n s i s t i n g of a l l those j for 
which at l e a s t one of the 1. Then 
r 
[ g , , ( c - 4 ) g ;g g ] = n vri. n x n X 
^ 1=1 j in Jfc j in ^ 
I f i s the endomorphism of G for which 
= 1 and = g^ for a l l i g rea ter than 1, then 
r 
[ g i , ( c - 4 ) g ;g g 16. = n v n . 5 . n X 6, n x 
1 2 3 2 1 ^ j in J^ J J i n ^ 
r Thus 1 = n vri.6. n X. s i n c e the e n t r i e s in x . j i n ^ ^ 
are u n a l t e r e d by 6 ^ for a l l j i n Therefore 
n X = n (vri.6^)"^ 
j in J \J* i = l 
Therefore i t f o l l o w s that 
[ g T , ( c - 4 ) g ;g g ] = n v-n (vn -e , )"^ n ^ . 
Now l e t 0 be the endomorphism of G for which 
g^e = [8^ ,82! §10 " ^^^ ^ greater than 1. Then 
[gj^, ( c - 3 ) g 2 ; g 3 , g 2 ] = [83^, ( c - 4 ) g 2 ; g 3 , g 2 ] 0 
r - 1 
= n viq^e (vri^6^0) n Xj0, 
i = l j in J^ 
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Since g^ appears at least once as an entry in x^ for each 
j in J^ 'j Xj9 is of weight at least c+1 and so is trivial. 
Thus [g^s (c-3)g2;g25g2] is in the verbal closure of v . 
However it follows from Example 4.3.4 that 
[g^, (c-3)g2;g2,g2] is a non-trivial element of G. Thus the 
(2 ) 
intersection of the verbal closure of v and v (G)nG 
' c 
is a non-trivial verbal subgroup of G that is contained in 
(2 ) (2 ) 
Y (G)nG . Hence it is v (G)nG and the theorem follows. 
' c ' c 
5.5 The Proof of 5.3.2 
This result will also be established by proving the 
corresponding result for the lattice of verbal subgroups of 
G , where G is a free group of X generated by (g, 
""C J C X ^ 
It follows from the results of Chapter Four that 5.3.2 
need only be proved for i less than c. 
Now X. , = X, rt X , ,. Therefore the verbal 
= l j C - l = 1 , 0 = c - l , c - l 
subgroups of G corresponding to the varieties X^ ^ ^ 
X, c ^^^ =i 1 c respectively 
and y^ = 
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Therefore 5 . 3 . 2 i s equivalent to the fo l lowing theorem. 
Theorem 5 . 5 . 1 The only verbal subgroups o f G s t r i c t l y between 
Y^ and Y^ are Y^ and Y^. 
Proof Let v be an element of Y, that i s not contained in Y„. 
1 2 
Then i t w i l l be shown that the verbal subgroup V of G generated 
by v and Y^ contains Y^. Therefore i t f o l l ows from the 
modularity of the l a t t i c e that V is e i ther Y^ or Y^ and the 
theorem f o l l ows from t h i s . 
Now the verbal subgroup of G generated by v and Y^ i s 
contained in Y^ and proper ly contains Y^. Therefore i t f o l l ows 
that V^ = Y y Hence [g^ , ( i - 3 )g2 ; g3 , g2 1 is in V^ . Therefore 
there are endomorphisms n^ ^ ,ri2 j • • • of G and there is an element 
z in Y^ f o r which 
r 
[g^, ( i - 3 ) g 2 ; g 3 , g 2 ] = n^VTIj z 
Since Y2 = (y^^j^ (G) n G^^ ^ ) u y^ ^^^ ^^ fo l l ows that z is a 
product of the form z z where z is in y (G) and z is in i. ^ jL C z. 
(2 ) Therefore 
- 1 ^ 
[gj^, ( i - 3 > 8 2 5 2 3 ' 8 2 ] = . n vpj Z2 ^^^^^ 
These r e s u l t s w i l l be used to show that [g^, ( i -3 )g25gg ,§21 
i s in V. But i t f o l l ows from Example 4 . 3 . 4 that 
[ g j ^ , ( i - 3 ) g 2 ; g 3 , g 2 ] i® in y ^^^(G) and so is not in Y^. 
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From this i t fo l lows that the intersect ion of V and Y^ is a 
verbal subgroup of G contained in Y^ that properly contains 
Y^ and so by 5 .3 .5 must be Y^. Therefore V contains Y^ as 
required. 
Since z ^ is in Y^ , can b e expressed as a product of 
the form n where J is some index set and 
j in J ^ 
X. = Ig . ] for some i n t e g e r s 
^ h ^c 
Let k be a pos i t ive integer and le t be the endomorphism 
of G for which g 6, = g for a l l integers s d i f f e r e n t from k 
S R S 
and = 1. Then V contains ( [g^, ( i -3 )g2 ;g^ ,§21 • 
which is the product of a l l those factors of 
[ g , , ( i - 3 ) g „ ; g ^ , g „ ] n X that do not have g as an e n t r y . 1 2 3 2 . J J k 
Hence by an inductive type argument on the integers greater 
than 3 i t fol lows that 
w = [g, , ( i - 3 ) g „ ; g o , g . ] n X i s in V where J ' i s 
^ z J z j in J' J 
that subset of J which consists of a l l j for which - ' > 
are in [1,2,3]. 
Therefore w (w6 ^ ^ (wS^ ^ (W62 ) ' ^ i s i n V or 
fe, , ( i -3)go;gQ»go] n X is in V where J^ ' is that 
1 ^ ^ ^ j in Jfe J 
subset of J' c o n s i s t i n g of a l l j for which g^ ,g2 and g^ a l l 
appear at l e a s t once as an entry in X j . 
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Now let a be a primitive root of p and let Gj^, for each 
positive integer k, be the endomorphism of G that fixes g 
s 
for all 8 different from k but takes g^ to Furthermore 
for each positive integer k let be the subset of J* 
consisting of all j for which x^ has k entries equal to g^. 
Then V contains 
f [gT,(i-3)g_;g„,g_] n f n ^ 1 [ 01 
L •• ^ ^ k=l \i in J* J ^ k 
CC c-3 / \ 
= [g. 5 (i-3)g.;g.,g.] y n ( n X 
k=l \ j in J* J y 
where y is a product of commutators of the form 
positive integer m. 
Therefore y is in V and so it follows that 
c-3 / \ . k-1 , 
n [ n X, ) ^ ^^ " is in V. But a is not 
k=2 ^ j in ^ J y 
c-3 / 
divisible by p and so it follows that 11 ( U. ~ 
k=2 \ j in J^ V 
is in V. A simple inductive argument then implies that 
c-3 / \ ''n^  (ak-r . 1) 
n / n X. \ r=l is in V for all 
k=t j in JJ ^ / 
t in {2,... ,c-3} ...5.5.2. 
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Therefore in part i cu lar 
c - 4 
\ n (ac -3 -r _ 1) 
n X. 
.J in c -3 ^ / 
r= l i s in V. 
Because a is a pr imit ive r oo t of p , p does not d iv ide 
(OC - 1) f o r a l l -t less than p-1 and therefore p does not 
c - 4 
d iv ide IT - 1 ) . Hence 11 x . i s in V and 
r= l j in JJ_3 J 
i t f o l l ows from 5 . 5 . 2 that 
C.4 , 
n ' k=t 
n X , ] ^ is in V for a l l t in 
J ) V J in ^ 
{ 2 , . . . j C - 4 } . An obvious induction argument then implies that 
n X. i s in V for a l l k in { 2 , . . . , c - 3 j . Therefore 
J in J 
[g ( i - 3 ) g ;g g ] n X is in V. 
i ^ J ^ j in J| J 
A s imilar argument with 
^ [gj^, ( i - 3 ) g 2 ; § 3 , 8 2 ] ^ and the endomorphism implies that 
fg ;gojS-;,] n X. i s in V where J^ is the subset 
1 ^ ^ j in J^ l^  J ^^ 
of J^ cons is t ing of a l l j for which g^ appears exact ly once as 
an entry in x , . Therefore , for a l l j in J^ , x , has one entry 
^ 11 J 
equal to g^ j^ one entry equal to g^ and ( c - 2 ) entr ies equal to g « 
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Therefore 
r g l , ( i - 3 ) g ;g g ] n r ®9 
^ ^ ^ j in J^ ^^  J J 
„ ( i - 2 ) ^ ( c - 2 ) 
= [ g T , ( i - 3 ) g ;g g f y^ ( n X r is in V, 
j in J - , , J 
where y* is a product of coimiiutators in Y^. 
Thus / n X, ^ 
J in J l i J y 
is in V. But 
c -2 i~2 i - 2 c - i a - a = a (a - 1 ) which is not d i v i s i b l e by p since 
CC is a primitive root of p and i is less than c . Hence 
n 
j in 
is in V. Therefore fgj^, ( i -3 )g2 ; g^ ,§2 1 
is in V as required. 
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Chapter Six 
An Application 
In this chapter a solution to problem 13 of [9] will be given. 
For convenience this problem is restated here. 
Problem 13 Let U ^ be a variety of class c+1 and let U be the =c+l =c 
subvariety of all groups of class c in Is the condition 
that the centre of is exactly Y^^^ (U^+j^)) 
necessary to ensure that if generates , then 
F, (U ) generates U ? k =c =c 
In this chapter it is shown that some condition is necessary 
but it is not the one given in Problem 13. 
The crux of this solution is the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.1.1 Let c be an integer in ,. .. ,p-1 ] . Furthermore, 
for each positive integer n, let G^ be a free group of rank n in 
the variety X . Then generates X while G_ generates =c,c J =c,c z 
X if, and only if, c is odd. =c,c 
Proof In the definition of L^ a 3-dimensional vector space U 
over GF(p) was associated with G . Let cp!! be defined as it was 3 C 
in Chapter Two. Then if D is the special diagram associated with 
the partition (c-1,1) of c, it follows from the remarks at the 
beginning of Chapter Four that (U ^ ^^ (D) is a non-trivial 
verbal subgroup of G^ that is contained in^CG^) but is not 
contained in 
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Furthermore, i f is a special diagram associated with either 
the partition (c -2 ,2 ) , when c is odd, or the partition 
(^•2,1 ,1) , when c is even, then i t follows from Theorem 4 . 3 . 1 , 
Theorem 4 . 2 . 3 and Example 4 . 3 . 4 that (U^^^e ( I P ' O i s a non-
(2 ) tr iv ia l verbal subgroup of G^  that is contained in G^ rl^ ^^CG^). 
Therefore the variety generated by G^  contains both 
X and X . and so must be X = c - l , c = c , c - l =c,c 
Let U^  be the vector space over GF(p) that was associated 
C 
with G. in the definition of L . Then i t follows from an 2 c 
argument similar to that used above, that (U ^ ^  ^^  (D) is a C 
non-trivial verbal subgroup of G„ that is contained in r (G^) / ( c z 
(2 ) 
but not in G^  when D is the special diagram associated 
with ( c - 1 , 1 ) . 
Let c be odd and let D' be a special diagram associated with 
the partition (c -2 ,2 ) of c. Theorem 4 . 3 . 1 implies that 
Fcl U'f 
(U*' '^ (D ))cp^ contains (g^ ,^ (c-3 )g2 ;g^^,g2 ] where g^.g^ are the 
free generators of G^  given by the definition of g 
L . If i t could be shown that this element is non-trivial , i t 
c would follow that ( U * ) ) p ^ i s a non-trivial verbal subgroup 
(2 
of G^  that is contained in T c ^ S ^ ' therefore the variety 
g e n e r a t e d by G would contain both X and X and so be 
X =c,c 
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Therefore to complete the sufficiency part of the second 
statement of the theorem i t is suf f ic ient to prove that there is 
a centre-extended-by-metabelian group H of exponent p and class c 
in which [ y , ( c - 3 ) u ; y , u ] is non-trivial for some elements u and y. 
Consider the group H of Example 4 . 3 . 4 and the elements y = 
and u of H. Now [v w , ( c - 3 ) u ; v w ] GO' O O 
= [v^, (c -3)u;v^,u] [v^, (c-3)u;w^,u] 
[w^, (c -3)u;v^,u] [w^, (c-3)u;w^,u] 
= (by condition (a) on n], = ^y 
condition (c) on N since c is odd. But H is of exponent p for some 
prime p greater than 2 and [v^ non-trivial by construction. 
Therefore [y, (c -3 )u ;y ,u] is non-trivial as required. 
Now let c be even and let D* be a special diagram associated 
with the partition ( c - 2 , 1 , 1 ) of c. It follows from Theorem 4 . 2 . 3 
and Lemma 4 . 2 . 4 that ^^^ e(D^ ) i s t r i v i a l . Therefore the 
variety generated by G_ is a subvariety of X so is not X ~c J c- J. > ^  
and the Theorem is complete. 
Let c = 4 and let U^ = ^ then U^ = X^ It follows from 
Theorem 6 . 1 . 1 that generates ^ ^ ^ while 
not generate X, Therefore some condition is needed. 
- 4 , 4 
However let c = 5 and let Ug = Ig 6 ' =5 " =5 ,5 ' ^^ 
Theorem 6 . 1 . 1 , F^ (Xg g) is the smallest rank free group that 
generates ^ g but generates Thus if F^^^g) 
generates Ug, then F^ ^CU )^ generates U^. Moreover i t follows from 
Example 4 . 3 . 4 that Fg g)^^^ is not contained in Y'g (Fg (Xg^g)). 
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T h e r e f o r e t h e c e n t r e of F^(X^ g ) , which c o n t a i n s 
(2 ) 
g)^ , i s n o t YgCFgCXg g ) ) . Hence t he c o n d i t i o n g iven 
i n Problem 13 i s n o t a n e c e s s a r y c o n d i t i o n f o r t he t r u t h of 
t h e s t a t e m e n t . 
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